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Lawmakers
called for
special session

HOLLY WISE/Ledger

Times

A large truck sits at the intersection of Brinn Road and U.S. 88/Ky 80 this morning

KIC planning 2-lane work
aiati.1.1
Section vvuiau

U between Brinn
Road and Coldwater on 68/80

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet officials are expected to take bids for the completion of two lanes of the planned four-lane
U.S. 68/Ky. SO project from Murray to
Coldwater in July, pushing the project at
least one step closer to completion.
Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry
Elkins attnouired dating Thesday's fiscal
court meeting at the Calloway County
Judicial Center that KTC officials told him
Monday of their plans during a visit to
Frankfort.
Elkins said he was a bit leery of a plan
that would complete only half the work, but
was happy to see the project moving forward.
"I know money is tight and these are hard
times, but that section is about 95 to 97 percent complete and I just think it would be a
shame to let it lay there unfinished and any
long delays will only make it more costly,"
he said. "But I also fear that if they complete
only two lanes that they won't be back for a

long time.During the meeting Elkins recommended
— and magistrates approved -- a resolution
of support for completing the entire project
as soon as possible. Elkins also suggested
seeking support from the City of Murray as
well as city and county officials in Graves
County for additional leverage. The resolution would be forwarded to transportation
and state government officials.
Keith Todd. public information officer
for the Department of Highways District 1
and District 2 offices in Paducah, said the
department is planning to construct a
"super-two" highway between Coldwater
and Brinn Road at a cost of around $10 million. The lanes, however, will not connect to
the intersection at U.S. 641.
Todd said a "super-two" is a two-lane
highway that is built to the specifications of
a four-lane including broad shoulders,
longer curves and sight distances, special
safety features and othei standards.
"We have it tentatively on the schedule
for bidding at the end of July," he said "We

would do two lanes on one side or the other
and then at some point in the future, as funding becomes available, we would go back
and add in the other two lanes and eventually convert it to a four-lane."
Depending on how busy contractors are,
the success of the bids and the weather,
Todd said the two lanes could be completed
by the end of the construction season this
year. If not, completion would be accomplished in the late spnng or summer of
2009. The cost of completing all four lanes
is estimated at about $19 million.
Completion of the highway continues to
be siateci by 2010 as part of Kentucky
Transpostation Secretary Joe Prasher's solistitute highway plan. Prather announced
Monday a proposal containing intent to
complete all previously-planned transportation projects in the commonwealth through
2014.
The proposal replaces the 2008 General
Assembly-enacted version that was vetoed
by Gov. Steve Beshear because of the
unprecedented limitations it would have
reportedly placed on his ability to administer transportation funds.
Beshear, AS well was Fifth District Rep.
Melvin Henley and First District Sen. Ken

II See Page 3A

By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky (AP) —
Gov. Steve Beshear has called
the General Assembly into a
special legislative session to
deal with pension reform for
public employees.
Beshear
signed an order
Tuesday calling lawmakers
back
to
Frankfort on
June 23. The
governor previously said he
would
call
lawmakers
&wheat
back to the
Capitol if leaders agreed on a
plan to shore up the state's
financially unstable pension
system.
"We've worked this out,
hopefully, before we ever start.
So we're at a point to where we
can hit the ground running,"
Beshear said during a press conference at his office in the state
Capitol. "I'm hoping in a fiveday period that it will go ahead
and clear the House and the
Senate and I can sign the bill."
Kentucky's state retirement
system, which covers retire.
ment benefits for more than
445,000 people, is facing an
unfunded liability of more than
$26 billion. Legislative leaders
have said that without changes,
the system faces an eventual
financial collapse.
In his Tuesday order,
Beshear said there was an
"immediate need to protect the
retirement of current employees
and modernize the pension system to ensure a financially
sound and sustainable retirement program for future
employees."

Among
the
proposed
changes, which would affect
only new hires: State employees
would have to wait until the
sum of their age and years of,
employment totals 87 to retire•
with full benefits. But employ-:
ees who are 65 or older could.
retire with full benefits and five
years of service. The plan'
would also require new employees to contribute 1 percent of
their salaries to health insurance.
Beshear said doing nothing
puts the retirement benefits of
teachers, firefighters, police
officers, emergency workers
and other government employees at nsk.
'These people have worked
hard and earned the right to be
financially secure when they
retire," he said. "The reforms
that the House and Senate leadership and I have agreed to will
go a long way toward placing
the pension systems on a sound
financial footing."
Beshear said the proposed
changes, combined with an
increase in the retirement system's financial investment
returns, could save nearly $500
million a year. Other lawmakers
have disputed the figure, saying
it would be far less..
Senate President David
Williams, R-Burkesville, said
the proposal would not save
$500 million as Beshear has
said. Still, Williams said the
Oar, would benefit the state but
more should be done.
"This is worth doing,"
Williams said.
A working group appointed
by Beshear is currently reviewing other issues surrounding the
retirement system — such as

II See Page 3A

Hospital showcases Fast Track, Occupational Medicine areas
By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
Murray-Calloway
The
County Hospital held an open
house Thesday afternoon for the
Fast Track facility and the new
Occupational Medicine suite in
the Medical Arts building.
Fast Track, located next to
the Emergency Department, is
an option for patients who suffer
from medical conditions that are
pot critical.
"Over the last several years
the people that come to the
amergency room sometimes utilize it as a primary care clinic,"
according to Jeanne Mathis,
director of critical can services.
Fast Track will help to "eliminate some congestion and confusion in the emergency mom,"
she added.
After being triaged in the
emergency room by a nurse who
determines the severity of cases
and therefore who should be
treated first, patients are given
the option of waiting to see an
emergency room physician or
going to Fast Track where they
can be seen by a nurse practitioner or physician's assistant.
Patients' charts are reviewed
every day by an emergency
room physician.

"People will say, 'I got here
first' but they don't realize
what's behind the doors," said
Mathis.
If patients meet the critena
and are willing, they are moved
to Fast Track for treatment, she
said.
Fast Track opened in
February and Mathis said business has increased as more time
passes.
Last month, 350
patients were treated. Mathis
said they hope to see 4 to 5
patients per hour.
Some of the more common
complaints that are treated in
Fast Track are things like
sprained ankles, sore throats,
routine breathing treatments,
physician-ordered intravenous
antibiotics, or having stitches
removed, said Mathis.
The environment at Fast
Track provides more time for
teaching, said Mathis, because
patients don't have to worry
about the doctors being called to
more emergent situations.
While services such as x-rays
and labs will cost the same.
Mathis said a visit to Fast Thick
will have a reduced cost compared to that of an emergency
room visit.
Because of the proximity to
the emergency department,
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During Tuesday afternoon's open house event at Murray-Calloway County Hospital, guests
were giver a tour of the new Fast Track and the new Occupational Medicine Suite. Dr. HW
Ford (left), the medical director of Occupational Medicine, is pictured with Sherry Fox, the
department's nurse, Keith Travis, vice president of physician recruitment, and Melinda English,
the Occupational Medicine coordinator
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patients can be taken to the
emergency room if needed and
physicians are just a phone call
away.
Fast Track accepts patients
Monday through Friday from 511 p.m.
The Occupational Medicine
office, located in the Medical
Arts building, will provide area
businesses medical services for
their employees.
Dr. I4W Ford, the medical
director for the department, has
been involved with occupational
medicine for over 20 years, said
Keith Travis, vice president of
physician recruitment.
According to Travis, the
department has partnered with
Fast Track for the treatment of
minor injuries. They are also
working with the emergency
department to "accommodate
the needs of our clients," he
added.
Some of the services offered
in the Occupational Medicine
department are pre-placement
physicals, annual physicals,
Department of Transportation
physicals, drug testing, vision
and healing testing and waiters
compensation injury treatment
For appointments and more
information call 762-1526.
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Pellestogs
Murray Police Department
-Criminal mischief was reported at the park office Fnday at 7.43
a.m.
-A theft of a credrt card was reported at 809 Hurt Or, at 11:35
a.rn
-A theft was reported at 1002 Murray Place at 6.13 p.m
-A theft was reported at 500 N. 5th St. at 6-55 p.m.
--A caller reported they returned to their 301 N 5th St. residence
to find it burglarized at 11:02 p.m.
-A stolen cellphone was reported at 1556 Canterbury Dr.
Saturday at 2:56 a.m
-A possible theft was reported at 1711 Brooklyn Dr. at 11:45 a.m.
-A hit-and-run was reported at the Cnen Theater at 1:21 p.m.
-A shoplifter was reported at Dollar General Sunday at 10:49
a.m.
-A drive-oft was reported at the 641 North BP at 12:31 p.m.
-'Criminal mischief to a vehicle was reported at 808 N 12th St.
at 4:16 p.m.
-Theft of yard equipment was reported at 200 Fleetwood Dr. at
7:46 p.m.
-A burglary was reported at CDM Construction Monday at 7:51
a.m.
-A traffic accident with injunes was reported at 701 Olive St. at
11:45 a.m
-A vehicle fire was reported at Kroger at 12:51 p.m.
-A propane tank was reported on fire at 1665 Calloway Ave. at
6:42 p.m.
-A shoplifter was reported at 809 N. 12th St. at 6.50 p.m.
Murray State University Police
-A caller reported a Pepsi machine had possibly been broken
into at the Heathcott Rodeo Barn Thursday at 11:20 a.m.
-Jamie Fairbanks, no age listed, of Pads, Tenn. was arrested
Saturday at 710 a.m. and charged with second degree criminal
trespassing after officers found her sleeping inside the Old Fine
Arts building.
-Monte M. Harper, no age listed, of Fairview Heights, lii. was
arrested Sunday at 3:21 a.m. in the Calloway parking lot She
was charged with nut having prescription drugs in a proper container, giving false information to police, possession of drug paraphernalia and second degree possession of a controlled substance.
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies.

Bush looks offshore for oil relief
WASHINGTON (AP)— For
a quarter-century, drilling for oil
and gas off nearly all the
American coastline has been
banned in part to protect tourism
and to lessen the chances of
beach-blackening spills.
Then gasoline prices topped
$4 a gallon this summer. Drivers
and others began clamoring for
federal lawmakers to do something about the record price of
oil, much of it produced in foreign countries.
In response, President Bush
is renewing his call to open U.S.
coastal waters to oil and gas
development, arguing that it's
high time tc battle high prices
with increased domestic production. He is planning to ask
Congress on Wednesday to lift
the drilling moratoria that have
been in effect since 1981 in
more than 80 percent of the
country's Outer Continental
Shelf and to let states help to
decide where to allow drilling.
"The president believes
Congress shouldn't waste any
more time," White House press
secretary Dana Perino told The
Associated Press on Tuesday.
"He will explicitly call on
Congress to ... pass legislation
lifting the congressional ban on
safe, environmentally friendly
offshore oil drilling."
For their part, some lawmak-

AP

President Bush is shown Tuesday in the Roosevelt Room of
the White House in Washington. At left is Vice President Dick
Cheney.
ers have their own plan.
Legislation that would continue
the ban Into late 2009 was
scheduled to be considered
Wednesday by the House
Appropriations Committee.
Congressional Democrats,
joined by some GOP lawmakers
from coastal states, have
opposed lifting the prohibition
that has barred energy companies from waters along both the
East and West coasts and in the
eastern Gulf of Mexico for 27
years.

On Monday, GOP presidential candidate John McCain
made lifting the federal ban on
offshore oil and gas development a key part of his energy
plan. McCain said states should
be allowed to pursue energy
exploration in waters near their
coasts and get sonic of the royalty revenue.
Sen. Barack Obama, ihe
Democratic candidate for president, opposes lifting the ban on
offshore drilling and says that
now
exploration
allowing

wouldn't affect gasoline prices
for at least five years.
McCain called for reform of
the laws governing the oil
futures trading market, and drew
a standing ovation from his
audience Wednesday when he
repeated his day-old support for
an end to the federal moratorium
on offshore oil drilling. He
favors allowing states to decide
whether to explore offshore
waters.
That drew a rebuttal from
Obama, who said his opponent
had switched positions from
when he first ran for president in
2000 "I think he continues to
find himself being pushed further and further to the right in
ways that in my mind don't
show ki lot of leadership," he
said.
Obama also said there is "no
way that allowing offshore
drilling would lower gas prices
right now. At best you are looking at five years or more down
the road."
New Mexico Gov. Bill
Richardson, energy secretary
during the Clinton administration, called it "another bad
idea."
"It's going to take 10 years to
fully get that oil out of the
ocean. It's a fragile ecosystem,"
he said on CBS's "The Early
Show."

Report: Exams prove Iraq, Gitmo abuse
WASHINGTON (AP) — Medical examinations of former terrorism suspects held
by the U.S. military at Abu Ghraib prison in
Iraq and Guantanamo Bay. Cuba, found evidence of torture and other abuse that resulted in serious injuries and mental disorders,
according to a human rights group.
For the most extensive medical study of
former U.S. detainees published so far,
Physicians for Human Rights had doctors
and mental health professionals examine II
former prisoners. The group alleges finding
evidence of U.S. torture and war crimes and
accuses U.S. military health professionals of
allowing the abuse of detainees, denying
them medical care and providing confidential medical information to interrogators that
they then exploited.
"Some of these men really are, several
years later, very severely scarred," said
Barry Rosenfeld, a psychology professor at
Fordharn University who conducted psychological tests on six of the 11 detainees covered by the study. "It's a testimony to how
bad those conditions were and how personal
the abuse was."

One Iraqi pnsoner. identified only as
Yasser, reported being subjected to electric
shocks three times and being sodomized
with a stick. His thumbs bore round scars
consistent with shocking, according to the
report obtained by The Associated Press. He
would not allow a full rectal exam.
Another Iraqi, identified only as
Rahman, reported he was humiliated by
being forced to wear women's underwear,
stripped naked and paraded in front of
female guards, and was shown pictures of
other naked detainees. The psychological
exam found that Rahman suffered from
post-traumatic stress disorder and had sexual problems related to his humiliation, the
report said.
The report caine as the Senate Armed
Services Committee revealed documents
showing military lawyers warned the
Pentagon that methods it was using post9/11 violated military. U.S. and international law. Those objections were overruled by
the top Pentagon lawyer.
President Busl, said in 2004. when the
prison abuse was revealed, that it was the

work of "a few American troops who dishonored our country and disregarded our
values." Bush and other U.S. officials have
consistently denied that the U.S. tortures its
detainees.
Physicians for Human Rights, an advocacy group based in Cambridge, Mass., that
investigates abuse around the world and
advocates for global health and human
rights, did not identify the II former prisoners to protect their privacy. Seven were held
in Abu Ghraib between late 2003 and summer of 2004, a period that coincides with the
known abuse of prisoners at the hands of
some of their American jailers. Four of the
prisoners were held at Guantanamo beginning in 2002 for one to aimost five years. All
11 were released without criminal charges.
Those examined alleged that they were
tortured or abused, including sexually, and
described being shocked with electrodes,
1seaten, shackled, stripped of their clothes,
deprived of food and sleep, and spit and urinated on. The abuse of some prisoners by
their American captors is well documented
by the government's own reports
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AP

This file image obtained by The Associated Press shows Sgt.
Michael Smith, left, with his dog Marco, watching a detainee
at an unspecified date in 2003 at the Abu Ghraib prison in
Baghdad, Iraq.
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Counties consider public smoking ban
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FORT THOMAS, Ky. (AP)
— Three northern Kentucky
counties are considenng smoking bans that would prohibit
lighting up in public places.
Officials in Boone, Kenton
and Campbell counties are
weighing the ordinances, which
would snuff out smoking in
restaurants, bars, workplaces
and other public gathering spots.
But, despite pressure from
health groups and the public,
officials on the counties' fiscal
courts say the issue is only being
studied.
"It's a complicated issue,"
said Campbell County JudgePendery.
Executive
Steve
"Thirty-three states have passed
bans in the United States. We're
trying to sort through them and
see if this is something that
ought to be considered for northern Kentucky."
The three counties sit as an
unregulated island surrounded
by locales that ban smoking in
public.

FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.(AP) — An Army soldier from Fonda
has died in Iraq.
Sgt. 1st Class Gerard M. Reed, 40, of Jacksonville Beach, Fla..
died June II in Baghdad from injuries sustained in a non-combat
related incident. Reed was assigned o the 86th Combat Support
Hospital in Fort Campbell, Ky.
The Army is investigating Reed's death.

Teenagers charged in woman's death
OAK GROVE, Ky.(AP) — Three teenagers have been charged
with murder in the slaying of a Clarksville woman.
Christian County, Ky., authorities say Derrick James and
Kenneth Hudson, both 18, and a 17-year-old male were arrested
over the weekend.
Officials say all three are from Clarksville and were acquaintances of Shyara Acevedo Olavarria. The 18-year-old's body was found
last month on the side of a road just outside the Oak Grove, Ky.. city
limits. She had several gunshots to her torso.
In a separate case. Clarksville police say James also has attempted murder charges pending in Montgomery County.

UK approves $2 billion budget
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — The University of Kentucky Board
of Trustees has approved a $2.2 billion budget for 2()08-2009 that
includes eliminating 188 staff positions.
University president Lee Todd Jr. says the budget is "far from
perfect," but that it represents the university's decision to move
toward its goal of becoming a Top 20 public research university.
UK is making up far $20 million in state cuts by freezing faculty pay and eliminating 188 staff positions. All but 15 of those positions are already vacant.
Meanwhile, Todd will receive a bonus of $95,500 after receiving
a score of 97 out of 100 for his performance during the 2007-2008
academic year. The rating qualified Todd for a bonus of more than
$145,000 dollars, but according to the university's release, Todd
asked the board to transfer $50,000 to campus programs.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A political blogger whose Web site
was blocked on state government computers by former Gov. Ernie
Fletcher's administration has settled his 1st Amendment lawsuit
against the state.
Mark Nickolas, who operated the blog BluegrassReport.org. has
agreed to drop his federal lawsuit against the state. State government is agreeing in the settlement, among other things, to only block
Access to blogs in a "viewpoint neutral standard" that's equally
Applied.
The Fletcher administration blocked state employees from having access to political blogs after Nickolas criticized the former governor.

Internet wireless service delayed
for areas in western Ky.
OWENSBORO, Ky.(AP)— Residents in rural portions of western Kentucky may have to wait a while longer before getting wireless service.
Seven counties agreed last year to finance building a $2.3 million
system that would provide coverage to 93 percent of their residents.
Officials with Digital Connections had hoped to have the system
fully accessible last October, but currently only 150 customers are
receiving it.
Officials say a big part of the delay is because of technical problems.
For instance, transmission equipment was installed too low on
certain towers and the company is having to get new agreements
with the tower owners to raise the equipment.
Officials are not saying when all residents will have access.
•

III Special session ...
whether benefits for future
employees should shift from a
set pension to a 401(k)-style
plan. Beshear has said issues
like that should be studied and
addressed next year.
Speaker
Jody
• House
Richards, D-Bowling Green,

To the north in Ohio, smoking is not allowed in bars,
restaurants, offices and other
public: places under a two-yearold statewide ban.
To the south, smoking is
banned or regulated in every
metropolitan area, a total of 18
communities
—
including
Lexington and Louisville, the
state's two largest cities. Those
communities make up half of
Kentucky's residents.
The fiscal courts did circulate
a draft ordinance last week that
is being reviewed by county
commissioners. It calls for a
total ban similar to Ohio's, but
Boone County Judge-Executive
Gary Moore said "the draft is
just a starting point."
If northern Kentucky counties move to regulate smoking,
outdoor patios at bars and
restaurants as well as 'outdoor
public venues — such as
Champion Window Field, home
of the Florence Freedom —
would be exempt. Moore said. A

final draft of the ordinance is not
expected to be ready for consideration for at least a month,
Pendery said.
And all three counties would
have to agree on the same ordinance so the region would have
consistency in regulating smoking.
"It would have to be all or
none," Moore said. "But I'm
open to consideration. There is a
ton of support for this; we're
hearing it from all angles in our
community. We do need plenty
of dialogue on this from the public," he said.
Northern Kentucky Action, a
coalition that includes the
American Cancer Society,
American Lung Association,
American Heart Association,
The Northern Kentucky Health
Department. St. Elizabeth
Medical Center and St. Luke
Hospital, has been researching
and lobbying officials for more
than a year to have such a ban.
"Everyone has the right to

•KTC planning ...

State agrees to settle lawsuit
with political blogger

From Front

Wednesday, June IS, LOOS • 3A

said he expected the measure to
"overwhelmingly."
pass
Lawmakers would be willing to
consider the recommendations
in the future, Richards said.
"If there are additional
answers, additional provisions
that will make the system better.
then we'll certainly look at
those," Richards said.

From Front
Winters, both of Murray, and
other Purchase Area lawmakers
have repeatedly emphasized the
importance of completing the
highway to future economic
development in Calloway and
other Purchase-area counties
However Todd said the entire
plan is legally on hold awaiting
the verdict of a lawsuit filed by
senate Republicans opposed to
Beshear's veto.
That won't stop the plan
from moving forward, but
adjustments may have to be
made.
"Of course all of this is still
subject to this lawsuit that the
senate has filed," Todd said."So
until that is resolved, I think we
will proceed based on this plan
until all the legal challenges are
squared away."
Senate President David
Williams, R-Burkesvilie, filed
the suit in April claiming
Beshear's veto of $3.8 billion in
road projects was issued too late
to be effective, according to an
Press
report.
Associated
Williams is also asking a judge
to rule on whether Beshear has
authority to spend state road
money not specifically appropriated by lawmakers.
Beshear said his administration would follow the alternate
transportation spending plan
awaiting a settlement of the dispute.
"The plan designed by
Secretary Prather and the
Transportation Cabinet gives us
the flexibility we need for making the countless decisions and
meeting the many challenges
that are inevitable in managing a
statewide transportation system," Beshear said in a news
release.
On a related matter. Todd
said construction on 68/80 now
underway at Land Between the
Lakes is paid for through a different funding source under a
different contract and will be
completed independently of
work on the highway from

Murray to Coldwater.
-Those are completely separate projects," Todd said. "We
normally divide our projects.
Usually you will have sections
that we call 'sections of independent utility' where you have
a section that can be functional
by itself and provide some separated usefulness to the public."
Completion of a four-lane
highway between Canton and
Cadiz, along with two new
bridges over the Tennessee and
Cumberland nvers also remain
to be completed.
In other actions during the
meeting of Calloway County
Fiscal Court, magistrates:
IR approved on second reading an ordinance that would turn
operation, maintenance and debt
service responsibilities for the
Calloway County Judicial
the
Center
over
to
Administrative Office of the
Court. The county is now
responsible for about 7 percent
of the debt service, estimated at
$195,000, as well as maintenance costs.
Under the agreement, Chip
Sutherland, vice president and
public finance banker for
Hilliard Lyons, said the county
would be relieved of all financial responsibility for the building.
"It's really a very positive
thing for us. I think, as well as
the AOC," Elkins said. -They
will save some money on interest."
The AOC intends to bid out
$2.6 million in bonds on
Thursday in connection to the
MONT.
approved a $13.3 million
working budget for 2008-09. In
addition to budget items
announced last month, Elkins
announced funding increases of
Murray$2,500 for the
Transit
Calloway
County
Authority for a total of $27,500;
an additional $2,500 for the
Senior Citizens Center for a
total of $6,000; and an additional $4.000 for the Murray-

Calloway County Department
of Parks and Recreation for a
total of $129.000.
•approved a $1.42 million
budget for the sheriff's office
for 2008.
• approved bids for purchase of paving, gasoline,
diesel, metal pipes and stone
from a variety of bidders.
•approved the inclusion of
Black Locust Drive into the
county's road maintenance system as well as an additional
3/10ths of a mile of McDay
Lane.
11 approved the appointment
of Dannie Harrison and Gerald
Coles to the Calloway County
Fire District Board of Trustees.

breathe clean air at work and in
public places," said Linda
Vogelpohl, the coalition chairman and a career health case
professional. Suffice to say, this
is the right thing to do."
Some restaurant and bar
owners — and some patrons
are opposed to a ban.
"How they can justify trying
to dictate behavior" said Tim
Gabennesch, owner of the
Midway ('afe, a bar and restaurant in Fort Thomas. "Allowing
smoking is a choice I made as a
business owner, and smoking is
a choice my customers make.
That's capitalism. They need to
leave us alone."
Mike Dill, 43, of Fort
Thomas. was drinking a draft
beer, smoking a Merit and
watching the Cincinnati Reds
game Thursday night at the
Midway. Dill called the potential ban "a bad move on
Northern Kentucky's part."
'Kentucky has always been
known for tobacco," Dill said
from a seat at the bar. "To pass
an ordinance like that would be
detrimental to businesses like
this, for sure."

TrinCrier
NOTICE
• The Murray Board of
Zoning Adjustments will meet
today at 4:30 p.m. In the
council chambers in City
Hall. Items on the agenda
include a public hearing to
review the dimensional variance to allow the temporary
use of an accessory building
for dwelling purposes at 30
Romans Way and two public
hearings regarding a dimensional variance to a freestanding sign for Heritage
Bank.
II To report a Town Chef
item, call 753-1916.

Dinner served each night
Crafts, Games 86 More

207 Robertson Rd. S. • Murray
www.wbcmurray.uig
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Taste & Scent
Sitting on our back deck in the cool of a recent evening,
sipping an iced tea, brought to me memories of the past.
I'm not sure if it was the taste of the cool tea or the scent
of that languid moment, an evening scent of early summer,
that caused me to remember, but I understood again the
power of the sense of taste and the sense of smell, the two
senses that perhaps more than any other can bnng on the
remembrance of things past.
It caused me to remember the sweet
sensation of taking a break from a baseball
game to drink from a tin cup in a neighbors back yard. It caused me to remember the crunch of garden fresh cucumber
on a summer visit to my aunt and uncle's
farm just north of Memphis. It caused me
to remember our own back yard in
Arkansas where a fence was laden with
honeysuckle vine. Our daughter Cammie
Jo, though just a baby then, still recalls
and that wonderful summer scent of honeysuckle.
aay
I often go to the front of our house
. By James
in Murray to run my hands through a
here
: Duane Bolin
boxwood, just to recall through that musky
tedger & Times
smell the head high boxwood mazes that
Columnist
we walked through one summer in Virlima, in Lexington and Williamsburg. when Wesley was just
It small boy. Wesley still remembers that smell from the
times that summer when Evelyn would read to him "The
Boxcar Children" beneath a boxwood arbor in Charlottesville.
I encouraged Wesley to take the time to run his fingers
through our boxwood, just for no other reason than to recapture that magical summer in Virginia.
I remember the scent of the sourdough bread, freshly
baked, that filled my mother's home. That scent represented
to me the care that went into the preparation of the starter
and then the kneading of the dough. I remember an indefinable smell that greeted customers walking into my father's
drugstore, what must have been a potent mixture of salves
and ointments and elixirs mingled with the scent of boxes of
King Edward cigars.
Years ago, my pastor, Dr. Terry Ellis, preached a sermon
that I will never forget. He told us about the scent of a
charcoal fire around which Peter denied Christ three times
just before the crucifixion. And then, after the resurrection,
Peter encountered the risen Lord, this time cooking breakfast
on a charcoal fire. Dr. Ellis reminded us of the powerful
sense of smell, and suggested that Peter must have remembered that first charcoal fire when he denied knowing Jesus,
even as he was given the opportunity around this second
charcoal fire to state— three times — his unequivocal love
of the Lord. For Peter, the scent of charcoal became the
scent of grace.
Marcel Proust knew the power of taste and smell in
remembering his childhood in the first volume of his "In
Search of Lost Time."
"But when from a long -distant past nothing subsists,"
Proust wrote, "after the people are dead, after the things are
broken and scattered, taste and smell alone, more fragile but
more enduring, more immaterial, more persistent, more faithful, remain poised a long time, like souls, remembering,
waiting, hoping, amid the ruins of all the rest and bear
Imflinchingly, in the tiny and almost impalpable drop of their
essence, the vast structure of recollection."
Saint Peter knew. Marcel Proust knew. And we know
too. The power of the sense of taste and smell to conjure
up the remembrance of things past.

Hor

Duane Bolin teaches in the Departinent of History at
Murray State University. Ile is looking for a copy—to
buy—of Dorothy and Kerby Jennings "The Story of Calloway County, 1822-1976." If you know where he can purchase a copy please contact him at duane.bo:in@nuirraystate.edu
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Room 329J, Capitol Annex
e-mail: melvin.henley@Irc.ky.gov

State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
Frankfort, Ky. 40601

Legislative Offices, Capitol Annex
1-800-372-7181
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Somethtng old...something new...
"The bride wore a black thong."
Sounds like a headline in a tell-all
tabloid, but it's just a footnote in the
secret life of local photographer. Tonda
Leah Thomas.
Tonda has been
shooting brides and
grooms (and kids, love
birds, graduates, families, dogs, etc.) for
about five years,
though cameras have
been a long-time love.
Her husband, Tony,
gave her one 25 years
ago. "That gift awakened pan of me that I
think everyone has,"
Main Street
she declares. "It's my
By Constance
Alexander
At the time Tony
Local
bought Tonda the camColumnist
era, she was teaching
special needs kids in
the primary grades at Murray Elementary School. For 27 years, she devoted
much of her creative energy to her students.
"When I looked at their little faces,
I saw such innocence, excitement and
joy. Children are so pure and filled
with hope," she explains.
Brides share some of that same
beauty, according to Ms. Thomas, and
photography is her way of capturing it
for postenty.
While she was teaching, Tonda
who minored in art at Murray State
University - was acquiring more and
more shutter skills. So when a friend

asked her to shoot her daughter's wedding. the unflinching answer was yes,
no hesitation.
"I shot about 15 roles of film that
day. I should've been nervous but I
wasn't. When time means nothing,
you're in the zone. And that's where I
was." Tonda punctuates her remarks
with a grin and a no-big-deal shrug.
Now that she's retired from teaching,
she is devoting more time to her art.
She continues to hone her skills
through practice, reading, workshops
and networking with other professionals.
"So many of the other members in
my photography club bellyache about
weddings. They talk about bridezilla,
momzilla, the tension of it all, but I
haven't had that experience,- Tonda
insists.
Like any gifted teacher, she attributes much of her success to careful
planning. Well in advance, she meets
with the bride to find out her vision
for the memorable day. Tonda also asks
what to expect in terms of interpersonal
dynamics. In these days of blended
families and various step-spouses, she
likes to be aware of situations that
might create unnecessary stress. So far,
she asserts, things have gone smoothly.
"I've made new friendships too," she
tells me, explaining that former clients
stay in touch. sending Christmas cards,
baby announcements, and sometimes
referrals to other opportunities.
Whatever the occasion, Tonda cases
out shooting locations with the unerring
instinct of a CSI pro. With weddings

in particular, a keen eye for minutiae is
especially useful.
When the big day arrives, Tonda is
determined to document every detail. "I
get photos of the shoes, the garter, the
veil, the bride adjusting an earring, her
mother's hands helping with the train."
In such intimate settings, the photographer could be an intrusion, but Tonda
Leah Thomas has the gift of being able
to fade into the background.
Which brings us back to the black
thong.
No name, no date, no location is
mentioned, as Tonda is the epitome of
customer confidentiality. But she admits
she became so unobtrusive once, the
bride began dressing for her wedding
and -- boldly uninhibited - stepped out
of her robe to reveal the only thing
that would come between her and her
peau de soi frock was a black thong.
Traditionally. June is the month for
weddings. If you have a wedding story
you'd be willing to share with Main
Street readers, contact the columnist
directly at
constancealexander@newwavecomm.net.
The Murray Ledger & Times Business Directory includes information
about local businesses to make wedding
planning easier. Log on to
http://murrayledgencom/business_direc-•
tory/#WEDDING_PLANNING.
Read Wain Street online each week
at www.murrayledgencorn.
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Republicans oppose bill
Obituaries
Harvey Ellis
on renewable energy, tax
relief for families, business
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WASHINGTON (AP) -Unfazed by pressure from
Democrats and the business
community, Republicans for the
-second time in a week prevented
the Senate from taking up a tax
bill providing more than $50 billion in renewable energy credits
and tax breaks for families and
businesses.
The vote Tuesday to move to
the legislation was 52-44, eight
short of the 60 votes needed.
Only five Republicans voted to
end the filibuster against action
on the bill: others objected to the
Democratic plan to pay for the
tax relief by making some hedge
fund managers and multinational corporations pay more taxes.
Opponents argued that tax
relief should not be matched
with what they regarded as tax
increases.
On June 10, the vote to move
to the bill was 50-44, 10 short,
Following that first vote,
House Democrats delievered an
ultimatum to the Senate, making
clear that they would not vote to
extend the dozens of expired or
soon-to-expire tax breaks for
businesses and families unless
Congress found ways to replace
lost revenues.
On Friday, Senate Majority
Leader Harry Reid. D-Nev.. and
other Democratic leaders joined
in with a letter to Republican
leader Mitch McConnell. R-Ky.:
"If Senate Republicans continue
to maintain the preposterous fiction that closing a tax loophole
for multimillionaires amounts to
a violation of fundamental principle, you will be denying tax
relief to millions of middle-class
Americans in the process."
But McConnell, in an
exchange with Reid on the
Senate floor Monday, stood his
ground. Republicans support the
tax extensions, he said. but
"short-term tax extensions
shouldn't be the occasion for
permanent tax increases." That's
akin to transforming "the annual
ritual of extending current law
tax relief into a stealth exercise
in increasing the size of government," he said.
McConnell noted that the
House version with revenue offSets, which passed last month on

263-160 vote, engendered a
presidential veto threat.
Democrats in both the House
and Senate are proposing to
raise some $54 billion by preventing hedge fund managers
and others from deferring certain overseas profits and by
delaying a tax break that multinationals are slated to receive in
the coming years.
Presumed Democratic presidential nominee Sen. Barack
Obama was not present for the
vote, but his office said he supported the bill and the measures
to pay for the tax relief. "We
need to get back on track to honest and transparent budgeting
that is fair and fiscally responsi
ble," his press office said in a
statement. Sen. John McCain,
the presumed GOP nominee for
the White House, also did not
vote.
The legislation contains
some $17 billion in tax credits to
help industries develop renewable energy sources including
wind, solar, biomass, geothermal and plug-in electric vehicles, as well as to promote energy conservation in commercial
buildings.
The package also extends for
a year the research and development tax credit, and keeps alive
deductions for higher education
tuition, state and local general
sales taxes, teacher expenses
and charitable contributions.
Earlier this month more than
300 high-tech and manufacturing companies, normally sympathetic to GOP anti-tax policies.
praised the House bill and urged
Congress to act quickly. They
said that failure to extend the tax
credits "will bring investment in
renewable energy and energy
efficiency projects to a standstill."
Senate Finance Committee
Chairman Max Baucus, DMont., said he planned to attach
a provision shielding for a year
more than 20 million taxpayers
in danger of getting hit this year
by the alternative minimum tax.
Baucus, differing from his
Democratic colleagues in the
House, offered no revenue offsets for the estimated $61 billion
cost of the AMT fix.
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Mrs. Shirley Bali
A graveside service for Mrs. Shirley Ball will be held at a later
time and date. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements. Mrs. Ball, 74, Munay, died Sunday, June IS, 2008. at 10:45
p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care. She had worked as a
caregiver/nurses aide for the elderly and was a member of First
Baptist Church, Murray. Preceding her in death were her first husband, Walter Clark; her second husband, Ralph Ball; one son,
Gordon Clark; one sister, Jacqueline Steinkact; two brothers. Otto
and Donald Steinkact. Born March 10, 1934, in Union, Mo., she
was the daughter of the late Leslie Steinkact and Myrtle
Strawssbure Steinkact. Survivors include one daughter, Sharon
Daughtery, Hillsboro, Mo.; three sons, Charles Clark and wife.
Doris, Clifty. Derrill Clark and wife, Karen, Murray, and Walter
Clark and wife. Ashley. Owensboro; one brother, Robert Steinkact
and wife, Marion, Manchester, Mo.; six grandchildren; six greatgrandchildren.

Charles Hutchens
The funeral for Charles Hutchens was today (Wednesday) at II
a.m. in the LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn.
Terry Wilson officiated. Pallbearers were Jeff Moody, James
Hounshell, Daniel Hantack, Randy Hutchens, Mark Wheeler and
Michael Evitts. Burial was in the Paschall Cemetery, Puryear.
Mr. Hutchens, 74, Puryear, Tenn., died Sunday. June 15,2008, at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. A lifelong farmer and carpenter,
he was a former owner of Hutchens Plant Farm and currently coowner with his wife of Hutchens Mobile Home Paik. Puryear.
Preceding him in death were one son, Roger Hutchens in 1987, and
one brother. Adolphus Hutchens. Born June 16, 1933. in Weakley
County. Tenn., he was the son of the late Monroe Hutchens and
Mary Paschall Hutchens. Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Stella
Sawyers Hutchens, to whom he was married March 24, 1956;
daughter-in-law, Janet Moody and husband, Jeff, one grandchild,
Angel Evitts and husband, Michael, and two great-grandchildren.
Avery and Kristen Evitts, all of Puryear; two brothers. Idelee
Hutchens, Murray, Ky.. and L.D. Hutchens and wife. Natilee.
Edwardsville, Ill.; several nieces and nephews.
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Mrs. Bonnie Fitzpatrick Armstrong

1he funeral for Harvey Ellis will be Thursday at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Rev. Richard Smith and Rev.
Bob Saywell will officitte. Burial will follow in the South Pleasant
Grove Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8
p.m. Wednesday. Online condolences may be made
at www.intesmiller.com Expressions of sympathy.
may be made to First United Methodist Church, 503
Maple St., Murray. KY 42071 or South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Church, 5671 Crossland
Rd., Hazel, KY 42049.
Mr. Ellis, 88. Murray, died Tuesday, June 17, 2008, at 12:10 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. A retired farmer and former
teacher at Kirksay High School, he was chairman of Murray Lions
Club, former member of Murray Rotary Club, former director cf
Calloway County Farm Bureau and former Agnculture agent for
Webster County. A member of First United Methodist Church, he
had served as superintendent of Sunday School and on the Board of
Trustees. He was a former board member of Peoples Bank and was
a member of the advisory board of BB&T Bank. An Army veteran
of World War II, he was the recipient of the Bronze Star and Purple
Heart. Preceding him in death were his wife, Martha Nelle Stark
Ellis, one sister, Polly Erwin, and three brothers, Shannon, Orene
and Lytton Ellis. Born Feb. 10, 1920, he was the son of the late
Duncan Ellis and Daisy Charlton Ellis. Survivors include one
daughter, Vicki Hargrove and husband, Clayton, Minneapolis,
Minn.; one grandson, Brian Shell and wife , Francine, and one
great-grandson, Parker Ellis Shell, all of Hunnington Beach, Calif.;
one stepgranddaughter, Hope Hargrove, Austin, Texas; one sisterin-law. Viva Ellis, Murray.
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Mrs. Bonnie Fitzpatrick Armstrong, 76, Owensboro, formerly of
Cadiz, died Thursday. June 12, 2008 at Owensboro Medical Health
System. A graduate of Tngg County High School, she attended
Murray State University. She retired a real estate agent from
Sacramento Calif., and a member of Tnnity United Methodist
Church, Owensboro, Civitan Club and Owensboro Symphony
Alliance. She was involved in many civic activities while living in
Sacramento. Preceding her in death were her first husband, Thomas
W. Fitzpatrick in 1974; one son, Timothy Edward Fitzpatrick; one
grandson, Jeremy Benton: two brothers-in-law, Jack Wyatt and
Floyd Morstein. Born Sept. 21, 1931, in Lyon County, she was the
daughter of the late Price Edward Lester and Myrtle Johnston
Lester. Survivors include her husband. John Armstrong, to whorn
she had been married for seven years; three sons. Michael Hugh
Fitzpatrick, Knoxville, Tenn.. Sean Kevin Fitzpatnck and wife,
Kim, Eagle River. Alaska. and Mike Armstrong and wife, Cuba,
Owensboro; one daughter, Dianne Ledang and husband, Ja4
Henderson; three brothers, Bill Lester and wife. Marjorie, Grace):
Bob Lester and wife, Betty, Cadiz, and Tony Lester and wife, Marg,
Clinton, Tenn.; five sisters, Ouida L. Wyatt, Vero Beach, Fla., Sarall
L. Hussung and husband, Kart Murray. Chatty Anna Morgan ant)
husband, Dick, Princeton, Cozette L. Morstein. Imperial Beach
Calif., and Nancy L. Walker and husband. Robert, Valley Cente4
Calif.; 15 grandchildren; three great-grandchildren. The funeral will
be Friday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of King's Funeral Home, Cadiz!
Dr. Bill Clark Thomas will officiate. Burial will follow in the Lester
Family Cemetery in Trigg County. Visitation will be at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. Thursday. Expressions of sympathy may be made
to the Trinity United Methodist Church, Owensboro.
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Montana Tractors. The quality tractor
you deserve at the price you want.

Customer rebates of up
to $1,500
Additional customer rebates
of $500 for a total of 2000
on select models
Jump into June. Take a ride and bring
home a Montana today.

.direc-

FAUGHN'S COUNTY
TRACTOR & IMPLEMENT

veek

Cbriar of 12th & Fq..fiar V 112 S. 12th St. V Mirray, KY 42071
(270) '759-3500 Y 270-293-7506

Montana
TRACTORS
www.montanatractors.com
Stop in The Murray Bank today and tell us about your
dream home. We'll lock you into a low interest rate
and help you make your dreams come true!

Official Sponsor
of the PBR

Parts & Warranty
Service Comes
To You!
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COMMUNITY

OrfaIMMirfar
:Two local
!'students
;ponored at
Union
University
JACKSON, Tenn. — Two
local students from Murray
were named for honors for the
spring semester at Union University.
Amy Carolyn White. daughter of Stephen and Betty White
of Murray, Ky., was named to
the president's list for students
with a 4.0 grade for the semester. She is a freshman majoring in nursing and is a graduate of Murray High School.
Todd Steven Buzk, son of
Dr. and Mrs. Todd S. Buck
Sr. of Murray, was named to
the dean's list for students who
achieve a 3.5 grade point average on a four-point scale. He
Is a sophomore.
•

•

•
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Our Registered
Bridal Couples:
Cleo Le
& Jonathan King

Glory Bound Entertainment
Ministry will be held Friday

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Btakeen
Community
Edttor

Movies in Park on Friday

Harvest Land Ministries International will show a movie,
"The Sign of the Beaver" starring Keith Carradine and Annette
O'Toole. on Friday at 7:30 p.m. in the amphitheater at Murray Central Park Refreshments will be served and drawings
for giveaways will be held. For information call the church at
759-5107.

TOPS Chapter will meet Thursday

Photo provided

FLAG PRESENTATION: Hazel Woodmen of the World Lodge 138 presented an Amencan flag
to the Murray-Calloway County Parks with Bill Bailey, second left, park board chairman,
accepting it from left, Rachel Brown and Nancy Buchanan, field representatives, and Ann
Spann. lodge member

Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469
will meet Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway
Public Library. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at
753-7129 or 210-4173.

Need Line plans Golf Tournament
Miurray-Calloway County Need Line will host its annual
Golf Tournament on Friday at the Murray Country Club. The
entry fee will be $50 per individual sponsorship (tax deductible
donation). Each sponsor will have a 7 1/2 x 13 1/2 sign that
will be placed at one of the tee boxes with the name and
location of your business, church or individual making the
donation. For more information contact Tonia Casey at Need
Line office at 753-6333; Matt Garrison at 762-0414; Joe Dick
at 759-1220; or Kathy Kopperud at 753-1222.

By D.K. Kelley

Meagan Rogers
& Zach Baldwin
•.

Megan Jones
& Aaron Storey
Whitney Delk
•
& Ryan Vonnahme
Gail Fridy
& Phil Gray
Kathryn Stalls
Sr Kyle Tracy
Cherie Denise Moore
& Mark Fitch
Brooke Hicks
& O'Shea Hudspeth
Jennifer Evans
& Drew Hem.
Beth Ann Dunavant
& Justin Pounds
Christine Myers
& John Taylor
•

•
•
•

Kimberly Jeffries
& Adam Brown
Rebecca Boyd
& Edward Baust
Tara Evans
& Stacy Vincent

Photography class planned

Happy :1st Birthday to us! DK Kelley
has come 01 age. 21 years in business"
Thanks to you'
Were havmg a wonderful celebration
with ILSrloffatoreyvadg excluding new
fall merchandise
This tncludes Lauren Vidal capri's.
French Dressing jeans and shorts. Not
•
Your Daughter's itans shorts and capn's
.1o•eph Riblcuff and all of your other
•
brands arc included We base
favorite
•
s mime -really cute dresses perfect for urd.
*
,
SA With all Ilk 4xx weather ahead Sc have
for golfing
' some wonderful shorts. perfect
•
or an evening out We love the new longer
styles and fabncs
Refreshments. door prizes and free gifts
•
will be here for our sale. Be sure to come
and help us ,:elebrate
We appreciate your continued support
•
and thank you for your business.
Last week at our TG IF we had all the
shorn It: price as well as all the handbxgs.
wallets and belts including Bnghton
Each Fnday will be a special secret sale
and a door prize given away You won't
want to miss il!Congranilations to Beverly
Allen who woe the door prize last week
Please join us this Thursday. June 14th
through Saturday. June 21st or our
aruu versary sale
More Tan Towels, talapeno relish.
Wickles Niles & reital are on the way!
More SIMS in Spans in the power panty
have arrived and mote NuBra is on the
way.
Slay tuned to next week l• & Fashion
moon

•

Blake Powell
& Brad Paxton

,Akomca

Bridal Registry 8r Qifts

,

University Square
12th Street • Murray
(270) 759-2100
Monday-Friday 10-5,
Saturday 10-2

The Sonottinnk

ten,,,,, Sion

305 South 12th
Murray, KY • 753-7441
www.dk-ketiey corn
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4-H Photography Class with Terry Little as instructor will
meet June 19 and 26 and July 3 and 20 from 1 to 3 p.m. in
the meeting room of Calloway County Extension office. This
will be four sessions with lessons with assignments each week.
Call 753-1452 to sign up. The class is limited to 15 participants who are encouraged to attend all sessions.

The Den plans meeting
MHS The Den Council will meet for personnel purposes on
Thursday at 12:30 p.m. at Murray High School.

Good Life group plans trip
The Murray Bank Good Life will be traveling by chartered
bus to Tunica, Miss.. on July 22 and 23. For anyone interested in this trip, reservations must be made by June 27. To
reserve your seat call Brenda Sykes at 767-3338 or e-mail her
at bsykes@themurraybank.com.

ace—

of Murray

LLC

Twin Lakes Region, Antique Automobile Club of America
will have its monthly dinner meeting Thursday at 6 p.m. at
Sirloin Stockade, Murray. The club is open to anyone with an
interest in antique automobiles and visitors are always welcome. For more information contact Howard Brandon at 7534389 or Terry Ridgley at 753-1829.

Pictured are Marshall Ward. left, and Jean Bennett who
spoke at Rotary club meeting

Murray Rotary Club hears
about Leadership Murray
Marshall Ward, teacher sponsor, left, and Jean Bennett, director, of Leadership Tomorrow,
joined the Leadership Tomorrow students from Murray
High School and Calloway
County High School for a presv• =or •ww,•••••
• •im.• =MP
OOOOO4111•• me &areas.
•
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Micheile & lire Bundran
•
•
•
•
Lacy & Russ Cleaver
•
•

Baby
Registry

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Instua & Josh Cole

•

Ken & Andy Davenport

•
•
•
•
•
•

Camisha & Karam Duffy
Mallon. & Syd Nutson
Leigh & Daniel Johnson
Reghan Johnson
& Jason Moffitt
Cathenne & Alan Lamer

PUBLISHED WEEKLY W
1505 STADIUM VIEW DR
MURRAY,KY 42071

Tammy & Kenn Lomb
Tens

Volunteer Appreciated

& DCIVId
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•
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Stroke/Brain Injury Group to meet

entation to the Murray Rotary
Club at Pagliai's.
Leadership Tomorrow is
open by application to juniors
and seniors from both high
schools and its goal is to help
prepare students to serve and
to be leaders in their community .
Based on the Leadership
Murray model, the students
attend the following days during the school year:
Agnculture. arts and humanities. community resources.
health, business/industry, law
and government. The days are
organized by community members.
Murray and Calloway County citizens can help or be a
part of this program by helping with a day or by being a
sponsor of a student ($100 or
more). Call Jean Bennett, 7534363 for more information.

Murray Stroke/Brain Injury Support Group will meet Thursday at 5:30 in the classroom of Murray-Calloway County Hospital Center tor Health & Wellness. Stephanie Hobbs, speechlanguage pathologist, will speak about "Games For the Mind."
All interested persons are invited. For information contact
Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557.

Macular degeneration group to meet
A support group for those with macular degeneration or low
vision will meet Thursday at 12:30 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens' Center, 607 Poplar Street, Murray, inside the Weaks Community Center. Angie Carter with
the Office of the Blind will be the speaker this month. Meetings will be held on the third Thursday of each month at the
center. This is open to all interested persons. For more information, call Teri Cobb at 753-0929.

Center released special dates
Calloway County Adult and Family Education will be open
the week of June 16-20 only for testing and there will be no
night classes. The center will be closed the weeks of June 23
and June 39 in order to move to its new location at 92 Chestnut St (across the railroad tracks from Morningstar Foods).
The center will reopen there E 8:30 a.m. on Monday. July 7.
For information call 759-5525 and this number will remain the
same at the new location.

•
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Stutesman

Eon & Steve Mathis
Tony@ & Justin

Marton

Rebecca & Roger Milton
Malice & Daniel Spicelafx1

•
•

S.

Lisa & Bruce Conway

Kemette & Chris Jones

GAZETTE

The residents and staff at Fern Terrace of Murray would like to tell everyone
about a very special person in our community. Marie Taylor, who is a wonderfully
gifted pianist, has been a dedicated volunteer at our home almost since the doors
have opened. In fact, she remembers the sod being laid m the front yard and that
was circa 1972'
Mane is a very special lady When MSU is in session. Mane comes out with the
MSU Chnshan Fellowship weekly to accompany their group of singers. She usually comes out earlier than the singers and plays songs requested by the residents.
Her repertoire is exceptional and she seems to know music from every genre! On
the rare occasions when a song is requested that Marie doesn't know,she is sure to
have found the music by her next visit!
Aside trom her musical abilities, Marie has a very giving personality and is very
generous with our residents She and her husband have even taken residents out
on their pontoon boat Inc a cruise on the lake and a picnic' Although there are many
of Mane's accomplishments that stick out, often it is the little things that have the
most dramatic impact the gentle encouragement, the pat on the back and the extra
Sine she takes to speak personally to everyone she meets dunng her visits
It is these things plus so many others that make us so
grateful for our association with Mane Taylor Thank you,
•
Mane, for all you've done and all we know you will do for
all of us at Fern Terrace

Twin Lakes car club will meet

Photo provided

•
•
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CC-ASAP meeting Friday

Calloway County Alliance for substance
Abuse Prevention will meet Friday at 1 p.m.
at the Calloway County Public Library. All
interested persons are invited. For information contact Dottie
e-mail
or
director,
project
Kraemer.
Dottie.kraemer@calloway.kyschools.us

FUN & FASHION

Tamara Howard
& Joshua Lanier

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment
Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m.
at Goshen United Methodist Church, 4726
Ky. 121 North at Stella community.
Featured groups will be Kevin Crawford and For Heaven's Sake. Items will
be taken for Need Line.
For more information call Joe Lawrence
at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or
Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail glorybound hotmail coin

Shouria Abbot
& Matthew McNutt
Tammy & Rich Wilson
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Spaghetti Speoia
WEDNESDAY ONLY

Medium Spaghetti'2.97

AZOSIZ*
Spaghetti With Drink '4.95

•
•
•

•
•
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NEW OWNER:
Karen Allbntten Cain
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Cnyagements

Brown and Walls
,
Yolanda Brown, daughter of Wynema Brown of Murray and
, the late Eddie Brown, and Tommy Walls, son of Lucy Walls
and the late Harold Walls of Murray, announce their approaching marriage.
The bnde-elect is employed as an insurance processor at
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
The groom-elect is self-employed as a painting contractor.
The wedding will be Saturday. June 21. 2008, at 5 p.m. at
the Murray Banquet Center. Marshall County Judge Executive
. Mike Miller will officiate.
Nancy Mosier will be matron of honor and Ann Hiter and
.
Andee Mosler will be bridesmaids.
Tim Walls, brother of the groom-elect, will be best man
and Kenny Outland and Tnpr Williams will be groomsmen.
A reception will follow witn music by the band, Implications.
No invitations have been sent. All relatives and friends are
.invited.

Smith and Hill

Colson and Lewis

Robert Smith and Tammy Gray of Jacksonville, Fla., and
Murray. announce the engagement of their daughter, Katrina
Smith, to Jeffrey Hill, son of Fred and Linda Hill of Starkville,
Miss.
Miss Smith is the granddaughter of Glendon Roden and the
Late Willard Roden of Murray and Juanita Smith of Panama
City, Fla.
Mr. Hill is the grandson of Edward and Maurice Hillhouse
of Maben. Miss., and the late Thomas Calvin and Anna Hill
of Mathiston, Miss.
Miss Smith is a 2002 graduate of Marshall County High
School and a 2006 graduate of Murray State University.
Mr. Hill is a 2002 graduate of Starkville High School and
a 2006 graduate of Southern Mississippi. He is employed by
HCA.
The wedding will be Saturday, June 28, 2008, at 2 p.m. at
Hardin Baptist Church, Hardin.
All relatives and friends are invited.

Thomas and Doreen Colson of Murray announce the engagement of their daughter. Jenny Colson, to Brian Lewis, son of
Jerry and Reta Lewis of Fancy Farm.
Miss Colson is the granddaughter of the late Hugh and
Gladys Billingham of Colorado Springs, Colo., and Cletus and
Wanda Colson of Murray.
Mr. Lewis is the grandson of Wilma Alford and the late
Burley Alford and of Bill and Gerald Lewis, all of Sikeston,
Mo.
The bride-elect is a 2006 graduate with a bachelor's degree
in social work from Murray State University. She is employed
by MedAssist, working through the Jackson Purchase Medical
Center.
The groom-elect is a 2008 graduate with a bachelor's degree
in horticulture from Murray State University. He is employed
by Kenlake Foods.
The wedding will be Friday. July 4, 2008, in Destin, Fla.
A reception for the couple will be Saturday, Aug. 2, 2008,
at 6 p.m. at the Murray Woman's Club house. All relatives
and friends are invited.

llonerRoll
Miurray High School has
released the honor roll for the
second semester as foillows:
NINTH GRADE
All As
Steven T. Arnold„ Lindsey
C. Capps. Robert Cignoni,
Anna E. Dawson, Molly R.
Griffin. Ian L. Holmes. Amber
A. Huber. Daniel Hughes,
Drew D. Kelleher Rebecca
• Grace Kilby. Brandon Kipphut. Caitland McClure, Landon D. Russell. Nicholas
Anthony Vilardo. David C. Vinson and Sarah N. Wooten.
All As and Bs
'
Tayler Davan Alvey, Lauren M. Bierbaum. Alexandra
M. Bloodworth, Landon T.
Boggess, Jordan D. Brock,
Matthew P. Deese. Lauren A.
Dielernan, Travis W. Durr,
Travis Garland, Jacob C.
Hamm, Rachel A. Henderson,
Hunter Houck. Whitley N.
Jackson. EunJi Jo, Justin
Wayne Jones, Kyle A. Lewis,
Shannon Diane McClellan.
Darius C. Nabvi, Katrina M.
Olson. Lauren J. Owens,
Jacqueline F. Richardson,
Megan E. Shoulberg, Niko M.
Sikkel. Jordan M. Smith, Zon
H. Taylor. Mackenzie L. Webster and Amanda B. Winches.ter.
10TH GRADE
All As
Kullen C. Balthrop, Emily
G. Benson, Bailey E. Boyd,
.Cassidy V. Copeland, Jamie

L. Courtney, Allison D. Craw- Smith, Nathan James Watson
ford, Sarah E. Crouch, Emily and Jessica M. Whybark.
AU As and Bs
S. Denham, William G. Doran,
Dana R. Arneson, Tricia L.
Paul H. Gong, Michael G.
Hyatt. Zachary L. Lambert. Balash, Madelyn E. Basiak,
Alexandra N. Nance, Michael Katherine Marie Bloemer.
B. On. Koki Shirota, Morgan Zachary Charles Buck. KaitE. Steiner, Mark A. Stubble- lyn J. Carpenter, Chalton Baxfield, Jacob R. Thiede, Erin ter Claywell, Jessica L. Cook,
E. Trevathan, Charles Dillon Leah Lynne Dieleman. Abby
Ward. Chelcie K. Winchester C. Dowdy, Alyssa F. Erickson, Anne R. Ferguson, Erica
and Chloe E. Zimmerer.
L. Gallagher, Rebecca C. Garth,
AU As and Bs
Megan Glenna Belknap, Sarah E. Garth, Adderley K.
Taylor F. Butler, Chase Hay- Griffo, Richie D. Harper, Britden Darnell, Sara E. Darnell, tany M. Harpole, Christian D.
Autumn R. Denton, Brock C. Hayes, Patrick G. Hughes,
Downey. Morgan E. Graham, David 0. Kuykendal, Hyo Jae
Naveen
Sudan
Aneshia N. Gray, Shelley L. Lee.
Green, Timothy R. Greer, Loganathan, Beau Nicholas
Penny Lee Hammond. Meghan Mason, April Y. McCreary.
C. Henry, Shelby A. Johnson, Brooklyn D. McKinney, ShaeKristina Colleen Kiefer, Seli-lea D. McKinney, Adam M.
na V. Lajeret, Michael G. Man-Peebles, Robert C. Puckett,
gold, Lonnie L. Martin, Carly Amber Lynne Ritchardson,
L. Salley, Rebecca
J. Mathis, Ryan K. Miller, Brook
Beth M. Parker-Bell, Eun Renee Scott, James Keaton
Gyeong Shin. Corey J. Slaugh-Tate, Ethan C. Thomason and
ter, Aron T. Sweeney. Jacque-Hayley Elizabeth Wright.
12TH GRADE
line Elizabeth Vilardo and Yang
All As
Thou.
Kristin J. Addison, Colin
11TH GRADE
W. Capps, Luis Cignoni.
All As
Alex M. Adams, Ali M. Bradley N. Cobb, Harley B.
Adams, Grant T. Adams, Eric Dean, Leslianne N. Gibson,
Tyler Alvey, Jacob D. Bell, Haley J. Haverstock, Matthew
Dylan Wayne Benningfield, D. Parker, Logan B. Pierce,
Shelby L. Blalock, Christin Dorothy D. Rideout, Addie L.
Gong, Stephen J. Hjerpe, Nolan Rigsby, Jessica Michelle Smith,
M. Jackson, Mason Christopher Cameo G. Taylor, Chess R.
Manning.. Rebecca V. Raj. Volp, Caitlin M. Williams and
Joseph C. Smith, Sydney A. Callie L. Wilson.

AB As and Bs
Courtney T. Billington,
Sarah Lashae Brcwn, Mary K.
Burgess, Gabrielle Melissa
Campbell. Catherine R. Crass.
Madeah D. Gaubert, Ashley
Nicole Edison, Whitley J.
Evans, Sierra N. Foster, Brett
J. Gibson. MacKensie B.
Graves, Wesley R. Huffer,
Maria Sarah James, Marvin T.
Johnson. Shawn A Kinsey.
Christina J. McCracken, Julie
Marie Parish, Laken E. Peal,
Leandra Ashley Perry, Aaron
D. Polivick and Hope E. Travis.

We are
pleased to
announce that
Amanda Greer
Pride-elect of
Chad Young
has made her
household
selections through
our bridal Registry.
Amanda and
Chad will be
married
July 19, 2008.

STATE LINE
RANCH &
HOME,INC.
705 Main St.. Hwy.641
Haul, KY
270-492-6144
v. a.suichneranchandhomes

sa

IF YellHAVEAN EVENT YOU'D
LIKE To ANNOUNCE CALL US
AT 753-1916
VBS
2008
WALKING IN
SON LIGHT
Come And Join Us For Our

VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL
Saturday, June 211 2008
9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

COLDWATER CHURCH of CHRIST
8467 ST RT 121 N
Murray, KY 42071
Classes for all ages
Lunch & Refreshments!

-

Open a new checking account at Heritage Ban
and get this sturdy, Step Stool & Tool Box combo!
WHAT A GREAT COMBINATION! Free checking, over 60 ATMs, free online
free bill pay, electronic statements, 18 banking centers, and a FREE GIFT!

banking,

lf you're an existing customer and you refer a friend, you both receive the gift!
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Fridy and Gray

Mr. and Mrs. Donald Eubanks in 1958

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Bill Fridy of Puryear. Tenn., announce
the engagement of their daughter. Agnes Gail Friday, to Philip
Whiley Gray, son of Mr. and Mrs. Michael Edward Gray Sr.
of Little Rock, Ark.
Miss Fridy is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Edwin Paschall of Puryear and Mr. and Mrs. Joe Fridy of
Murray.
Mr. Gray is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. George
E. Whiley and the late Mr. and Mrs. Edward E. Gray, all of
Little Rock.
The bride-elect is a 2001 graduate of Henry County High
School, Paris, Tenn., and a 2004 graduate of Christian Brothers University of Memphis. She is a member of CBU's Women's
Basketball Team and is employed as a sales consultant at Paychez.
The groom-elect is a 2000 graduate of the University of
Mississippi. He is a member of Phi Gamma Delta and is
employed by Bank of America.
The wedding will be Saturday, July 12. 2008, at 3 p.m. at
St. Mary's Catholic Church, Memphis, Tenn. All relatives and
friends are invited.

Donald and Joan Eubanks of 54 Fontaine
Heights, Benton, will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary on Saturday. June
21, 2008.
A reception will be from 3 to 6 p.m.
at Aurora Christian Church in Aurora. All
relatives and friends are invited.
Mr. and Mrs. Eubanks were married

Studies show that reading \
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.

LEDGER &TIMES

Scott's Grove
Baptist
Church

VACATION 511,LE
SCHOOL
Jame 23rd - 27th
6 - 8:30 pm Each Night
Ages: Birth - 12th Grade
For information or transportation cafl
Bro. John Denham at 227-6675
Hwy 641 North.,y

& Gift,

The fifth annual "Hooked
on Fishing, Not on Drugs" event
has been rescheduled for Saturday.
Children preschool through
age 15 are invited to Imes
Farm for the event. The event
will be from 8:30 to 11:30
a.m. for a day of tishing, food
and fun!
Those who have already reg-

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 4 a m.-5 p.m.

He is a carpenter. She is retired from.
Fisher Price.
Their children are Charlotte and Britt,
Cone of Benton, Terry and Charlene
Knight of Murray, and David and Nellie
Warren of Sedalia.
Their gi andchildren are Amanda'
Bradley, Jevan, Jacob, Bob and Jonathan.

istered will still be provided
with a t-shirt and fishing pole.
In the event of another rain
out, a sign will be posted on
the gates of Imes farm directing those who registered to go
to Wal-Mart to pick up their
t-shirt and pole.
Registration may still be
done at the event itself, though
children will not be guaranteed a t-shirt or fishing pole.

Children are encouraged to
bring their own pole; however there will be some poles
for those who need one. Bait
will be provided, but each one
should bring your own lawn
chair if you wish to use one.
Any questions may be directed to the Murray-Calloway
County Park at 762-0325.
This event is being made

possible by the following sponsors: Calloway County ASAP,
Big Brothers Big Sisters, WalMart, Murray Family Resource
Youth Service Center, Calloway.
County Family Resource Center. Calloway County Middle:
Youth Services Center. Mur,
ray-Calloway County Parks and
Recreation. Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife, and
Calloway County 4-H.

MHS Class
of 1988
plans event

Cathey guest speaker at
Delta meeting recently
Mitzie Cathey of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Woman's Pavilion, was the
guest speaker at a recent meeting of the Delta Department
of the Murray Woman's Club.
Cathey who conducts digital mammography for MCCH,
presented an informative program concerning the very modem exam that has been offered
by the hospital for about two

years.
The speaker explained the
procedure and showed x-ray
films comparing the new
process with films of the older
mammography technique.
Cathey encouraged attendees
to have regular mammograms
and mentioned that mammograms are now recommended
for women who have had reconstructive surgeries.

The Murray High School
class of 1988 is currently making plans for a 20-year reunion.
All class members should email their contact information
McDowell
at
David
to
davici.mcdowell@murray.kysch,
ools.us or by visiting the alumni-reunion section of the Murray City Schools web page.

Ong

Mitzie Cathey

4-H Geo Club members win ribbons at the fair
The 4-H Geo Club 1 and
2 are enjoying summer activities. Katyna Henson, reporter,
said "We have been busy winning ribbons at the MurrayCalloway County Elite and
finding geo caches at the cemetery."
At the fair, the following

4-H participants won ribbons:
Unit 1: Greg Wood and Katyna Henson, blue ribbons; Halle
Bergman, blue and champion;
Unit 2: Erik Mikulcik, blue
ribbon; Cody Bergman, blue
and champion;
Unit 3: James Saylor, blue

ty. I also found and logged
my first official geo cache located permanently at the cenrie-:
tery."
For anyone wanting to join
the club, there will be a geo;
cache in July. Call the extension office at 753-1452 for,
details.

and champion:
Unit 4: Katie Saylor. blue
and champion.
4-H Geo club members are
a hearty lot. Henson said "We
weathered the heat on Tuesday, June 10, at Murray City
Cemetery to find geo caches
planted by Dr. Durwood Beat-

Lightning Bug Rally will continue at Chestnut Park
Murray-Calloway County Park
System, 4-H, Family Resource
Centers, Big Brothers Big Sisters, Memorial Baptist Church.
and America's Promise/100 Best
Communities for Youth.
Children of all ages are
encouraged to come out and
play. Lunch will be provided

will have trucks there from i
to 1:30 p.m.. A -spray" ground
may even be created!
The Day of Play will conclude with swimming from 2
to 4 p.m. at the Central Park'
pool. Each swimmer must have
a signed parental release. All
activities are free.

front 11 a.m. to I p.m., with
a nutritious snack served
between 2:45 and 3 p.m..
Dr. Durwood Beatty and the
4-H Geology Club will present a "rocking" program on
geology from 12:15 to lp.m.
as a part of Science Friday.
The Murray Fire Department

LOSE WEIGHT
with

Sunday, Juno 22 * 1-5 p.m.
Pk up veer FRU map at lellieg Mills

June 21, 1958 at Plainfield, Ind., with
Minister Warren Robbins officiating
Their attendants were Claude and Dorthy Speck.
Mrs. Eubanks is the daughter of the
late Charlie and Daisy Swope. Mr. Eubanks
is the son of the late Russell and Jessie
Eubanks.

'Hooked on Fishing Not On Drugs'on Saturday

The Playful City USA Community Day of Play, formerly
called the 2008 Lighten Up
and Come Out to Play - Lightning Bug Rally, will continue
on Friday at the Chestnut Street
Park in conjunction with the
Summer Feeding Program.
The event is sponsored by

HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852
www.rollingh.com

Mr. and Mrs. Donald Eubanks in 2008

HYPNOSIS

100% Written Guarantee

That's right. Regardless of your past experience trying to lose weight. YOU HAVE OUR GUARANTEE
THAT YOU WILL LOSE WEIGHT without hunger.
without going on a diet or your money back.
Tonight you will experience two hypnotic
sessions designed to eliminate unwanted cravings,
reduce your consumption of sweets, and break the
impulsive/compulsive eating habit.
With the Gorayeb Method of Clinical Hypnosis.
you enter a deep, relaxed state of hypnosis where
you are awake,aware and ALWAYS IN CONTROL.
You'll leave refreshed, feeling good.
But will it work for me • It doesn't matter how much
weight you have to lose or how long you've been
trying to lose it. this program is designed so you
START LOSING WEIGHT IMMEDIATELY
and gain control over your eating! It 's designed
so you can loss 30 lbs, 50 lbs even 120 lbs
quickly and safely. Over 500,000 people have
attended our Lose Weight With Hypnosis seminars.

It can work for you - try It!

Murray
Monday,June 23
7:00 pm to 9:45 pm
Robert 0. Miller Conference Ctr
201 S. 4th Street

ONLY
55955
COMPUTE

(Oki Post Ofhoe Bldg; by 1st Baptist Cnurch)
Register at door 6:00 pm - 7:00 pm
Cash, Check, Visa/MC, AmEx
www.trIm123.com
"This is the castes! thing I've ever done
In 2 months I last 3 si:es it by 5 mo. 4 1/2
si:es for a total of 63 lbs" D. liersh, Tx'
YOU HAVE OUR WRITTEN GUARANTEE
YOU WILL LOSE WEIGHT: Lose all the
weight you want. If you ever want
reinforcement, you may attend any of our
weight loss seminars free, or if you are
not fully satisfied with our program, you may
have a full refund up to 45 days of this
seminar. Join us. start losi . we. now!

CLIP

I

,FOR

Ronald B. Gorayeb
Hypnotist
Over 500,000 people have
attended our hypnosis seminars.
Designed to work for you just as it
has for all these people':
Roy Stripling (Lufkin, TX)lost 99 lbs in
8 months, Elaine Burrows (Liverpool,
NY)lost 130 lbs in 13 months; Debbie
Kersh (Ft Worth, TX) lost 63 lbs in 5
months;JeffPacotri(Grand Junction.
CO)lost 50 lbs, Donna Jackson
(Centralia, KA)lost 35 lbs in 2 1.12'no •
Corporate on-site seminars & group
discounts are available:1400486-7123
rcs Its

BONUS

0

COMMUNITY
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
This garden at the home of Jim and Joan Carden, 700 Nancy Dr., will be one of the eight gardens featured on Sunday's annual Garden Tour, sponsored by Rolling Hills Nursery. Hours for the tour are 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. and maps can be picked up at Rolling
Hills Nursery during regular business hours through Saturday. All homes on the tour are in the Murray-Calloway County area.
The Carden's garden teatures decks, ponds, a water fountain and more.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
YOUNG AUTHORS CAMP: Murray State University's Young
Authors Camp is in full swing this /., /eekt. The goal of the
week-long camp is for students to learn to enjoy writing.
Campers practice a vanety of styles (poetry, fictional stones,
true stones, essays, skits and more) under the direction of a
combination of teachers, visiting writers and college Englist1
majors. The theme for this year's camp is "Space." Picturedabove, Brooke Lovett, right, a teacher at South Marshalt
Elementary in Marshall County, works with Autumn Cain-Hill:
Ashlee Edminster, Hannah Cain-Hill and Lauren Edminsteron
a special arts project.
..".411M11•11111111111111/

Garden tour is set for Sunday
Calloway County can be picked
some of these people show off more,
Special to the Ledger
The Thomas residence, up at Rolling Hills on Friday or
The weather has been ideal their hard work. The annual
this spring for gardeners, unlike Garden Tour will be Sunday 1706 Audubon, with a swim- Saturday before the tour.
For additional information.
last year when the trees and from 1-5 p.m. and will feature a ming pool and deck overlooking
shrubs were devastated by freez- variety of water features, color- a newly-renovated water gar- call 753-1725.
ful perennial plantings and man- den:
ing weather and drought.
-- The Gaines residence,
Flowering dogwoods. cher- icured landscapes which will
ries, azaleas and other spring offer lots of ideas to anyone 1708 Keenland, with a large
blooming plants have had bril- wanting to spruce up their home waterfall and pond:
— The Jegenyes residence,
!iant floral displays. And though landscaping.
1404 Oakhill Dr., with two large
This year's tour will feature:
there have been several warm,
— The Ramsden residence, ponds and dramatic waterfall in
hot and humid days, many peoFor BEST
ple are still out watering, weed- 1160 Purdom Rd., which fea- a hillside setting;
RESULTS
— The Carden residence,
ing and doing whatever it takes tures a cottage garden with roses
700 Nancy Dr., with numerous
to ensure this beauty continues and perennials;
Place your
— The Ewing residence, ponds, waterfalls, paths and
on through the summer months.
ad with us
June is the time to reap a lot 1012 Sharpe St., which features bridges:
Cali 753-1916
—• The Butterworth resiof the rewards with colorful a fenced backyard with a deck
blossoms abounding on all sorts that overlooks a waterfall and dence, 4497 Ky. 94 West, with a
LE&ER&TIMES
water garden with pathways and
of summer blooming perennials fishpond;
plantings.
lush
residence.
Henry
The
—
and shrubs.
The tour is free to the public
Rolling Hills Nursery is 1617 The Lane, with a formal
again offering a showcase of rose garden and fountain, peren- and maps to the homes which
flower and water gardens to let nial plantings, herb garden and are located in Murray and

Special
event to
be held
July 5th
at MMS
The eighth annual Murray
Independent Schools'"Al! Class
Reunion & Summertime Salad
and Sandwich Buffet- will be
held Saturday. July 5. from 10
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. at the Murray
Middle School at Eighth and
Main streets.
The reunion will celebrate
136 years of "tradition, pride
and excellence."
Catered by the Murray State
Services
Food
University
Department, the event will feature an alumni program in the
auditorium at 11:30 a.m. and
lunch in the new cafeteria at
11:45 a.m.
Lunch reservations are due
by June 25, it was reported.
According to information
from the school district, the
classes of 1948 and 1958 are
having reunions in conjunction
with the All Class Reunion.
Sponsors of the event suggest
residents join thrm for lunch on
July 5. If other reunions are
planned this year. they added.
then let this activity be a part of
It by having a mini-reunion on
}illy 5 or use this occasion to
plan your next reunion.
• Group areas and meeting
rooms are available upon
request.
For more information about
lunch reservations. the Murray
Alumni Association Lifetime
Membership or the 2008
reunion contact Roy Weatherly,
Murray Alumni Association. do
Murray Independent School
District, 208 South 13th Street,
Murray, KY 42071, or visit the
school district's Web site at
www.murray.k12.ky.us.

SUBSCRIBE

5040•144 IS - 20, 2009
Features will include The White House,
National Cathedral, Arlington Cemetery,
The Smithsonian & Monticello.
Cost $863 per person double, 51.125 single. $716 triple
Deposit of $125 due In Juts I. 2008
Call Today For More Information!
270-759-4852

www.bankofcadiz.com
12th Street
Murray,KY

630 North

• BANK OF CADIZ
&TRUST CO.
114 Make it Simple!

53rd Anniversary Sale
Mill TO MN AMA EMS
111/10141016 TM it NOM
I OTIM NOR Rile

June 16,through June 21

FREE REFRESHMENTS
DAILY!

10% Off Storewide'
•••

Dual-Flow Nozzles

Garden Hose

SKU #72544N032 • Reg $1199

5/8'x 50
SKU 913214
Reg S

Duoliccte

• Reg $1699
#72544N001
SKLE$9 U

SALE

$ft. 99
SALE

LED light Illuminates the
dal clueing the nil',
SKU #8203549
Reg 57499

5%Off

'89"

KICHLER

10%
Off
hi Stock

SALE $4999

SALE

alma

Rups n,o Ary !?Ov,15
Amp Woli Outlet

Lawn Tractor

•

Model 7604H
Reg. $1,795.00
45' Cut -22 H.P
One ONy

Mosaic Bistro Set
Pallo Rept VAN% Gas Logs
Nokia or LP.2 to choose from

'995"

"
SAUE$109

Delta Select Faucets &
Pedestal Sinks Combo's

Below
Cost

SALE $699°°

SALE

SPECIAL SAVINGS
$9.99 ITEMS

4100
'53"

SALE

$7399

:==
Select Group Fans
uct • SALE

Fire Pit
2362"Hx29.92"Wr 2997S
SKU #4172490

Wooden Bar
With Stools
outcw,,se
SKU #8202475
Reg 52c,t5 OR

'59"

SALE $12999sALE $89"
SALE
Awes ,Lra
GOCO 1999
SON

SKU *24991
Reg S5R Ro
*ALL

smaYIK

Wrench Set
10 Pc 54.E Combination
SKU 12024495
Peg SN

bre10%cw
Meat"Clipecuitee
" I

SALE

19

3-Head
Postlight
SKU itC41P3CP1,
Reg S7,11'

'153"

SALE

"Serving You
Since 1955 With
Quality Products
And Service .
You Deserve"

eel

SALE $1ln $4999

•
5 Drawer
Tool Cabinet ( Case Knives 1111,
With Chest
SKU *2130797
2e.g $109 99

32 Piece Power
Etit Set
SKU #213693
Reg 51499

Ski 7-1/4"
Circular Sow

ii
Poor*
2 Golon
SKU #7140353
Peg $1440

Stainless Steel

Great Buy
1 ONy
SKU #4.500%024

SKu #2022NI
Reg $7359

SKU #2528-38
Reg $10399

SALE

SKU #8215253
Reg $17199

2500

53` .

Outdoor Light Clock

Barrel Fountain
With Planter
Stock Items;

Display Model C•Ify
BOW Coe

SALE

'53"

SALE

53'

SALE$12
"

TheraSauna

?keys

Savoy Toilet

SUPPLY COMPANY
.
Your Hardware Electrical and Plumbing Professionals Inc
200-206 E. Main • Murray. KY • 270-753-3361
Hrs: M-F 7- 5 p.m. Sat. 7-4 p.m. • www.murraysupply.net

S"111
IALE9

13 Pc High
Speed Steel
(irt Set
stk99 SKU #25840
Reg $1099
SALE gi
6 Pc. Wood
Boring Bit Set
SKU *27542
Reg $1399
SO99
SALE 14,

6 Pc. Mini
Plier Set
e21.3411'
55,J,
RN
'14i

SALE

Also Register
To Win 110CC
ATV 4 Wheeler
'.-•ee Store For Detoikc

sek99
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Health
AMA may endorse use of undercover patients
By UNDSEY TANNER
AP Medical Writer
CHICAGO (AP) -- Lori
Firickson-Trump has faked
headaches and back pain. She's
had physicals and MRIs she did1't need and she gets paid for it
all to evaluate the performtree of doctors and their staffs.
Hospitals and health clinics
ate increasingly turning to these
ifidercover patients to grade the
tralth care experience being
qffered.
Now the ethics council of the
grnencan Medical Association
is pressing the doctors group to
endorse such practices. AMA
delegates are expected to vote
on the proposal, along with
dozens of others, during their
five-day meeting beginning
Saturday.
Some doctors are outraged at
the idea.
* Dr. Richard Frederick, of the
kintversity of Illinois College of
Medicine in Peoria, called it
'official deceit" that could have
disastrous consequences. He
wrote a commentary in May's
edition of Virtual Mentor, the
AMA's online ethics journal.
; -In some instances sham
patients have presented to over-owded emergency rooms with
dies( pain." he wrote. "How
could the hospital administration defend this exercise to
Someone who suffers an adverse
autcome while waiting his turn
behind the person who is only
pretending to be sick?: The proposal to the AMA
does include restrictions that
address that and other concerns.
The recommendation is to have
a system that: makes sure fake
patients don't interfere with
treating real ones; gives doctors
a heads-up that undercover
patients might be visiting; and
ensures that bad reviews aren't
used to punish doctors.
And Dr James Loden, writing an opposing view in the
online journal, says undercover
patients are neither "devious"
nor "spying,"
"Employees, including doctors, are paid to do specific
tasks; if they choose to perform
at a level that is less than acceptable, they need to improve or
find other jobs," he wrote.
Loden, an ophthalmologist at
Nashville, Tenn.-based Loden
Vision Centers, started using
undercover patients to evaluate
his business two years ago.
The sham patients showed

-that I consistently left the
examining room without asking
clients whether they had any
questions." Loden wrote. He
also learned that some employees didn't always introduce
themselves or explain why tests
were being performed.
The idea was to help the centers compete with others offering similar services including
Lasik surgery. The centers have
worked to eliminate the revealed
shortcomings and Andy Patrick,
Loden's chief operating officer,
said client-to-client referrals
have since increased.
"We don't always like what
we hear, but it makes us get better and better," Patrick said.
Erickson-Trump, 37, works
for Perception Strategies, an
Indianapolis-based company
undercover
provides
that
patients to health systems in
about 25 states. Her preferred
job title is "mystery shopper," a
service more familiar in the
retail and food industries.
Brooke Billingsley, vice
president of the company, said
that when asked to evaluate a
doctor's skills, the firm often
tries to use undercover patients
who really need a specific test,
such as a mammogram.
When a hospital wants its
emergency room evaluated,
Billingsley said sometimes
she'll schedule a fake patient
with a real medical problem,
such as pneumonia symptoms.
Occasionally, undercover
patients have been asked to
undergo invasive tests that
reveal a surprise ailment, she
said.
"Health care mystery shopping is so unique," Billingsley
said. "It's just not like going and
getting a Happy Meal."
Erickson-Trump said one
memorable "shop,- as she calls
each job, was to a dentist's
office, where she had her teeth
cleaned and X-rayed.
The receptionist offered her
gourmet coffee and the dental
chair had a neck massage pillow,
she recalled. "I was so surprised
at the good treatment ... that I
ended up making them my permanent dentist."
The MRI was also memorable "because it wasn't my
favorite," she said.
Erickson-Trump said she
exaggerated some minor back
pain for that test, which requires
patients to lie still inside a noisy
cylindrical scanner while inter-

nal images are made.
She had no complaints about
the MRI technician, but the
office staffers didn't explain
enough about what to expect.
-That's a very scary procedure" that can be claustrophobic, Enckson-Trunap said.
On other jobs, she's been
asked to evaluate how well the
doctor listened, whether logical
referrals were made, and how
long she was kept waiting "You
can show up and sit for hours on
end sometimes, and you're not
sure why," she said.
Henry Ford Health System
spends $35,000 to $60,000 a
year on undercover patients to
identify just that kind of problem at its Detroit area clinics.

"Industry research shows that
the patient perception of quality
of care is based upon their whole
experience," and not just on
their doctor's medical skills,
said Henry Ford spokeswoman
Rose Glenn.
Awards are given to staffers
who get high scores, while education and customer-service
training is given to those who
fare poorly, she said.
AP

Erickson-Trump shows
an online medical evaluation
in her office in Carmel, Ind
Enckson-Trump is an undercover patient, paid to evaluate doctors and their staffs.
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CELEBRATION: The Kentucky Cancer Program held a
'Celebrate Your Birthday with a Mammogram" event at the
Calloway County Extension Office Tuesday afternoon. The
purpose of the event was to inform participants of signs,
symptoms, risk factors of breast cancer and the necessity of
mammograms. Mug Rigsby, a I2-year breast cancer survivor,
attended the event.
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$8.50 Column inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
GC 3 Ads Must Run WOhin 6 Day Period
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
I N. I

Positions are available on the seasonal production line.
Part-lime schedules will be available for 16-hour work weeks,
Tuesday/Thursday; and 24-hour work weeks, Monday
/Wednesday /Friday. Also available is the 30-hour shift
(4:00 p.m. -1030 p.m.), Monday through Friday.
Benefits include paid holidays, productivity rewards and employee appreciation events. A drug screen and background check is
required and provided by the company.
Applications will be available online at
wwwbriggsandstratton.com or.individuals can apply in person at
the Murray BRIGGS & STRATTON Plant at 110 Main Street
between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 600 p.m. Monday through
Friday. Appl'cations will remain active for 90 days. Please come
prepared to provide previous employment history and references
(previous factory experience preferred). Come and )oin a
company with an established reputation of excellence.

NOTICE

BRIOGEisEITTIATTON

BRIGGS S STRATTON is an equal apporastay employer

TAKING applications
for Drivers.
1-800-733-6724

Letica Corporation in Fulton, a three shift operation and leading
plastic/paper packaging manufacturer, is seeking motivated individuals to
ioin our team at our Fulton. KY location in the following position.

• injection Mold Technicians
PRIOR EXPERIENCE REQUIRED
We offer a competitive salary and excellent company paid benefits package
including medical, dental, vision. 401(k), and profit sharing.
Please send resume to:
LET1CA CORPORATION
do Chris Pane, HR Manager
191 Industrial Park Drive, Fulton, KY 42041
FAX: 270-472-3666
EOE WF/DN

DRIVERS: A steady
lifestyle! Top pay, great
benefits! No experience'
, No problem!
Werner Enterprises
ext.
1300-346-2818
150
EXPERIENCED
Sheetmetal
Mechanics needed for
local HVAC company.
Tools
required. Salary based
on experience.
Company benefits and
retirement package.
Send resume or pick
application
at
up
Randy Thornton Co.,
Inc. 802 Chestnut
Street Murray, KY. No
phone calls please.

MURRAY
lGiLEi&TIMES
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Daytime Ph.

LECTURER/CLINICAL INSTRUCTOR.
School of Agriculture, Murray State University. Full-time, II month,
non-tenure position to begin August 1,2008. Qualifications: Bachelor
'degree in Animal Health Technology from a fully accredited AVMA
school with 2 years of clinical and/or laboratory experience required.
Master degree in Animal Health Technology/Agiculture preferred.
Prior successful teaching experience is preferred. Must have good communication skills, strong leadership skills and organizational skills.
Responsibilities: Primary duties will involve 12 hours of
classroottillaboratory instruction in Animal Technology classes each
semester and maintain graduate alumni surveys, academic advisement
of students and programmatic laboratory inventory. Participation in relevain conununity/university service activities is expected Application
Deadline: July 1, 2008. 'To Apply: Send letter of application, vitae,
transcripts. three current professional letters of recommendation to.
Clinical Instructor Committee, Attn: Amy McKinney, School of
Agriculture, Murray State University, 103 South Oakley Applied
Science, Murray, Kentucky. 42071.3345.
Women and minorities are encouraged to apply. Murray State
University is an equal education and employment opportunity,
NI/F/D, AA employer.

Responsibilities include setting up and running
a production line. troubleshooting, and
mechanical and electrical repairs. Preferred
skills include mechanical, electrical, PLC,
variable frequency drives, 3-abase power,
pneumatics. machine shop and welding. Prior
maeufactunng experience is desired_ After
training,first obligation will be to the
weekend or weeknight shifts.
Kenlake Foods offers a competitive wage and
beixfit package. inceading needieal and *real
insurance.401 k Plan, company paid retirement
vacation and paid holidays
Applications may be picked up at:
Kerellake Foods
300 North LP. Miller Street
Murray. KY 42071
05.14ftwo try,**VI. iwoony 7:44,••• N..•

awilisil

Warilad
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply in
person after 7:00PM
only, positively.

I

Kerilake F-oods.a. division of The Kroger Co..
is seeiting 4 qualified individual as Human
Resources Administrative Assmtant
HUMAN RESOURCES
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
Responsibilities will include administrative duties
Imiohed in the Human Resources Department
Duties include but are not limited to data input
record keeping, administration of benefits,
processing reports and other clerical duties The
Candidate should he able to handle confidential
information. be highly ca-prized comfortable
working with Microsoft Office computer systems.
possess basic math and excellent writing Pulls.
Interested candidates should submit
their resume to:
iteniake Foods
Arm HUMID Resources
300 North LP. Miler Street
Murray, KY 42071
to: recruiter.Xentseggilirogei.corn
Please trace lob aprpryiws For in the
subject fine 0/ 18.. empel

Email

No phone toffs please.
,)4.44.*

L4mteek...

Trigg County Hospital is currently accepting
applications for the following positions:
Director of Food and Nutritional Services
•Full-Tune
-Bachelor's Degree in Dietetics
'Registered Dietitian in state of Kentucky
Physical Therapist
-Full-Time
•Bachelor in Science Of Master in Science .Degree
in Physical Therapy and Professional sLicensure in
Kentucky required

SEND RESUME TO:

PULL-TIME receptionist/coorefinator for construction equipment
rental company located in Benton. Fax
resume to: 270-5279497. ATTN: Cynthia.
FULL-TIME Sales
Representative
Needed Seeking individual wifh outgoing
Personality to generate
leads, close sales, and
train on PowerClaim
software solutions
Some travel required.
Base pay plus commission, benefits
include health/life/dental insurance, retirement, 18 paid days off
per year, and tuition
assistance. Minimum
1 year college
required and sales
experience preferred
Email resumes to candiceepowerclaim.com

Mail this coupon with payment to.
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

LINE OPERATOR
TECHNICIANS

CORP40611.A.T14:3444

When accessing the
'help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpagc at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to jormetwork.com.
By default
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& limes. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

subscribe to Me

Kentike FOOdS, aK roger-owned dry no.
and nut processing private label manufacturer,
Is now accepting applications for
Line Operator Technicians

c7derIriceet

DISCLAIMER

Find out what's
happening
this summer...

I Home Delivery
I 3 ma
I 6 me.
Ii yr. -HOLM

Sods

BUYING
June cars trucks and
tractors 436-5235,
227-6004

BRIGGS & STRATTON Is seeking employees to work
on the afternoon shift (4:00 p.m.- 12:'30 a.m.).

On Saturday, June 21, 2008 at 800am,
Hooks' Mini Storage, 4614 St. Rt. 121 North, will
sell the contents of Units 028, 045 & #81 for past
due rent. For more information, contact Tim
Falwell at Hooks' Mini Storage 270453-9274_

CASH reward offered
Lost sable and white
Miniature Collie wearing a red collar. Child's
pet. Answers to the
name Bitzy. Lost in
S13th area below
Sycamore. 761-6090.
Lost Dachshund, black
and tan. 1346 Area.
759-4070.
Reward.
Cal 705-5954

oNLYseplace,leisot 1..sersoselpaV*.agru:r4111
1541 4.?regeksi4Mstredes:ree
02137,4•
,

Fr). 11 ut

liondey
Smut SAW
Tundry
istesda
Thursdiy

gat.
Most
Dependable at
M.H.S.,
she was so fty
still determined
not to turn fifty.
HAPPY

imd Found

\I.'-..

$13.2.5 First Day -20 words or less - Over 20 words $50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: 5.12 per word per day.
.35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon Classifieds go into Smart Saver,
111

DEADLINES

XI )4
.

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Mon day-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 755-1927

ILipp\ ij

DAY Lillies are in
bloom! Clumps $5.00
& up. Pots $2.50 & up.
684 Crossland Rd.,
Murray. Wed-Sat 9:005:00 or by appt. 270227-0460.
NOW forming Mon.
night 8 bail league. Call
759-9303 or inquire at
Breaktene Blitards.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

WEDNESDAY
JUNE 18,2008

hiring
now
KFC
cashiers & cooks. Must
be available for all
shifts. Apply in person
205N. 12th St

LOCAL landscape co,
hiring temporary PT
workers, paying $8$10 an hour. Must
have reliable transportation. Experience
in bush trimming helpful Call 293-8923. .
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
DrIve-ln, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray. KY. No
phone calls.
Practical Dental
,
Assisting
We Sr. now accept
Ing registration for
wh!eh
the
class
begins Sept. 6, 2008.
You will be trained on
11
for
Saturdays
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present job
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career.
Most dental assistants
have evenings, weekends, and holidays off.
For more information
and registration forms,
visit
our
website
www boltledenta co
m or call our office
Dr Charles Bohle
270-442-0256
Financing Available
Enrollment is Limited!

STAFF needed to
2008-2009
schoo
year. Kingdom Kids
Learning
Center
Preschool. Westside
Baptist Church. 207
Robertson
Road
South Tuesdays &
Thursdays (Mondays
optional) For more
information
call
Director Dorothy K.
Rogers. 270-753-8240
or 270-227-1647.
Steven G. Sacors,
CPA/CFP Firm seeks
CPA. Benefits include
4-day work week.
Email resume to
sieve0sacora.com
WEEKEND Murray
Paducah Combination
Real Estate Licensing
class. $320 DP. $44
weekly through Nov.
1st. Murray Chamber
Commerce, 9-12. 270223-0789
deioiseadams0yahoo.
COT

WELDERS- Openings
ice HS grads ages 1734 No experience
required Call today for
interview 1 -800-7776289,

Attn: Human Resources
Trigg County Hospital
P.O. Box 312, Cadiz, KY 42211
Applications available online:
www.triggliospitaLorg

BUYING old US Coin
Paying
collections.
Blue Boot value. 2936999

TRIGG YCouNTY
HOSPITAL
• 890
Nklein
12L-;u7
lt.d
WENDY'S is now hir
NANNY.
,ng for shift leaders arid
crew members. We
offer
competitive
wages, tuition reim401K,
bursement,
opportunity
for
advancement, health
and dental insurance. WILL sit with elderly in
Apply in person Monhome, nursing home,
Ph, 2,00-400. ask for or hospital. Will also do
Mike
house cleaning.
753-7129, 210-4173

CLEANING houses 20
years experience 270759-9553, 753-9006.
HOME cleaning
services 227-7129
home
Spectacular
cleaning. From organwinclowa.
izing to
Senoir discounts. Call
Linda 270-227-2196.

EL.
MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

(270) 753-1113

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

MOVING
SALE
1407 Main
761-7653

SCRAP '
CARS

180
Lam & Ciarden

,f,

150
&Maim
For Sala
CLEAN frost free
refrigerator
$75.00.
Sleeper sofa & sofa.
767-9102.
GO-CART, 6 HP, runs
great, $550. 436-6074.
HO Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selecnon of HD televisionsFlat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Proiectioo
also. LG. Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901

2004 Craftsman Lawn
Tractor, 25 HP Kohler
w/54 cut, hydrostatic
drive 435-4687 after
5pm.
1.10
FiemEgobi
--it
CONSTRUCTION
EQUIPMENT:
Backhoes, used Case
680SL, 580SM, others,
4x4, ex-hoe, several in
stock. Standard & mini
excavators.
361-42'
Skytrak & Graded telescopic forklifts. Case
dozers-550E $23,500,
8501< cab/air 1400hr
new UC $64,900.
Wanda Snow 731-3633680.
270:
IN* Hama Far hie

I

-"OWNER Finance'"
3BR, 2SA. near lake.
6058 Dunbar Rd., New
Concord.
$3,950
$495/month
down,
Bonnie Byerly Broker
(270)752-0729.
HOT TUB! Great condition- kept indoors,
includes top & steps.
227-4139.
SONY Fiat Panel TV's
Full line of all Sony flat
panel TV's. Al! the
newest makes and
models
including
Sony's Best XBR
for
On
display
series.
tree delivery & set-up,
custom
surround
sound installation also
available. Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated.
Come h see these
magnificent TV's in
action.
Murray
Telephone
Electronics, Inc., corner of 8th and Arcadia.
(270)753-7567.
STORE closing- all
Merchandise and fixtures must go. The
Shoppe
Carousel
Sirloin
behind
Stockade.

&mai Opportunity Employer

SAd

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS

DIRT
DADOY'S
TOP SOIL
Best me county has
Tidwell
Terrell
Call

753-9075
(270)227-2193

FOR SALE
1994 3 Bedroom,
2 bath 113x80 mobile
home, possibly
needs to be moved,
torn* work needed.
Call 227-8721 if serious about buying.
S10,000/0E30.

le

i0M9 Ric MIN

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
28R duplex, nice,
Chi/A, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR& 38R apartments
available. Great location. 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no
pets. 753-2905
213R, 28A, all appliances included.
$525/mo. 753-9999
ext. 115
3 & 4 BR townhouses.
5630-900 per month.
No pets. Includes
washer/dryer,
oven/stove, dishwasher and refrigerator.
C/H/A. Utilities not
included. Meadowlark
Townhouses.
(270)348-0458
3&48R, 28A available
appliances_
now,
Coleman RE 753-9898

Wanted to lease or lease to own for light
business use: Nice home outside of city limits,
on at least 1 acre (preferably more), With 3+BR,
2+BA, 1700 + sq ft, and garage(s)/
outbuilding(s) Business is an established
business with excellent references Call
270-293-9800 or 270-293-7511.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Duguld Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633

8 a.m.- 12 p.m..11
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
intOffice Hours

.041.

2B • Wedneaday, June

CLASSIFIEDS

18, 2008

Murray ledger & Times

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

Mee
tele

teen
Miss

;ATURDAY,JUNE 2.8, 2008 at 10:00 a.m.
Auction held at Thunder Holler
formally Pine Creek Resort

40'x48'.
SHOPS
40'x40'. gas heat. insulated., 12 ft. walls
Located 406 Sunbury
Circle. Murray Cali
Carlos Black
270-439-2935

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 08-CI-00002
FIRST COMMUNITY BANK. PLAINTIFF.

[7gensForlket
2 BR. 1 BA, new
hardwood
kitchen,
floors, close to MSU,
attached garage, no
pets 711 Payne St
$475 per month
270-293-3710.

By virtue of a Judgment and Older of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on April 25, 2008, in the above cause, to sanely the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $282,271 0.3, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County. Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, June 20, 2008. at in. hour of
10:00•in. local time, or thereabout, the following deticribsd property located in
Calloway County. Kentucky. wan ,ts addren being 687 Finley Road. Dexter. KY,
and being more parncularly described as follows:
Tract I
Legal description of a tract of land situated in County of Calloway, State of
Kentucky, being • part of Section 20, Township 3. Range 5 East, and being Tract
Iota Minor Subdivision of Plat as recur-led In Plat Book 17, Page 81, Slide
1589 and being further described as follows•
Commencing at • point on the South right-of-way line of Finley Road and on the
East right-of-way line of Independence Church Road (Haley Road,. thence, along
the East right-of-way hoe of Independence Church Road the following calla
south 31 degrees 5834" West 83.94' to. point. South 26 degrees 5721' West
232.24' to• point South 38 degree. 53' 34' West 257.74'to• point: South 14
degrees 21'41' West 48.92' to• 1/2" diameter rebar set and the point of beginrung. thence, from the point of begmniog and severing the land of Tommy
Walker North 89 degrees 00 55' East 628.79'to• 1/2" diameter rebar set; thence
South 84 degree' 66 22" East 103.95' to a 1/2' diameter mbar set, thence North
87 degrees 04' NY East 159.71'to. 1/2" diameter rebar set in an existing fence:
theme, along an existing fence the following calls, South 28 degrees 29' 36" East
159 68 feet to• 1/2" diameter rebar set by a power pole, South 49 degrees 15' 39'
End 253.31'to• ur diameter rehear set at•fence corner; South 14 degrees 14'
41- East 5436'to•1/2" diameter rebar set at a fence corner North 88 degreee
16'59" West 140.06'to• 1/2" diameter rebar set; North 84 degrees 4321" West
147.54' to• 1/2" diameter rebar set; North 89 degrees 28' 17" West 260.05' to a
VT diameter rebar set; North 88 degrees 5522" West 653.36'to. 1,2' diameter
rebar set on the East right-of-way line of Independence Church Road; thence
along said right-of-way line North 0 degrees 2503" East 241 93 feet to• 1/2'
diameter rebar set; thence continuing with said right-of-way line North 14
degrees 21'41" East 101.81'to the point of beginning
Being the same real estate conveyed to William Alan Rider and wife, Cecelia
Rider, by deed from Linda Ilitue and Sidney Steinhaeufel, her husband, dated
June 14, 1996 and recorded in Book 230. page 468, in the Calloway County
Court Clerk's Office

Beginning at. 1/2' diameter rebar found in the East line of the Independence
Church Road 1Haley Road. the Northwest corner of Tract I of a Minor
Subel vision Plat of record in Plat Book 17, Page 81, Slide 1589. located 622.84'
South of the South line of Finley Road as measured along the East line of
Independence Church Road, and also being the Southwest corner of Tract II
described herein; thence 30'from and parallel to the centerline of Independence
Church Road the following bearings and distances. North 1472141" East 48.91' to
a 1/2" diameter rebar set; North 385324" East 257.74' to a 1/2" diameter rebar
set; North 25'57'21" East 232.24'to a 1/2" diameter rehar set; North 31'58'34"
East 83.94'to. 1/2' diameter set in South line of Finley Road; thence 30'from
and parallel to the centerline of Finley Road North 86 1/24347" Eruct 351.92' to
a 1/2" diameter mbar set: thence, severing the lands of Tommy Walker, South
041/2 32'40' West 538.96'to a 1/2" diameter rebar found, an angle point in the
North line of Tract I of said Minor Plat (the North line of the, William Alan
Rider property (Deed Booa 230, Page 4681; thence with the North line of said
Tract I, South 89 deg 00'56" West 628.79'to' the point of beginning

L

Morro. Ledger & Times Fai
limning Act Notice
All real caste advertnied hrenn
n subset to the Federal Fair
Housing .Act, which makes it
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Yard Sib

Wa will knowingly accept any
advertising for real estate which
notin venation of the law All
persons are hereby informed
diat all dwellings adveitned aft
available on an equal opportu.
111t). bAN10

YARD SALE
94 Charley Miller
Rd.
JUST OFF 641
Thurs & Frl 7-2
Sat 7-11
Patterns, Home
Interior pictures.
clothing, Singer
sewing machine,
Hobby-Lock serger,
household items.
Something for
everyone.

AL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Career 01121 S. &
MN $25 10:15$O
(279)436-2524
(279) 293-6996

IOW& 0.110111.1
440.91.1.own,•

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
Inside climate control
storage
-Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
.We sell boxes!
-We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600

38 Acres on Graves
Calloway line. 1,600
sq. ft. house, 2,400 sq.
ft. shop. $315,000.
(402)206-8034 or
(270)345-2285

3 Pc. reclining sofa
set only 1 year old,
2005 John Deere
L108 Riding
mower, Oak table
and much misc

This conveyance is subject to all easements, restrictions. nghts-of-way: and prior
mineral reservations and mineral conveyances of record.

Ali Ms Urstts
Avgliable
*KM Have
Virriet* Conroi

1

i -9rop.Fet
[MT—

This 28th day of May, 2008
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Aparbiento For

3 BR 1.5 BA duplex
appliances
CAVA
Cabman RE 753-9898
3 BR, 2 BA all appliances. Available now.
Move in free days.
Coleman RE
753-9898.
SMALL 1BR, nonsmoking apt. upstairs,
water paid, available
now, no pets
$260/rno 753-5980

Cornerstone
Reeky & Rental
Rental Property &
Piovedy Manage:mem
Services available
Call 761-7355
www.lowestelininaltynan
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 1 bedroom:
unfurnished ($345). All
appliances including
washer and dryer.
Available 511/08. 7595885 or 293-7085

rt

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056

OFFICE building for
rent. Prime location in
Benton. 227-6+54 or
527-7879_
OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location. 753-2905.
293-1 480
SHOP for rent. Call
Eli's. 759-4104,
293-1313

we will be.
to help,
L, dqt r,ii 7'

'

FSBO. 4 bed/4 bath
updated older home
with office, formal dining room and large eat
in kitchen. 1 1/2 mile
"am Murray on 1 acre
m 1 with fenced back
ard. Hardwood floors,
ew carpet and nicely
,
a nciscaped. $129,900
=all anytime for details
..41 270-978-0880 after
5 00 p.m.

•

ROW Est*
For sale. 3 BP, 1 BA
brick home. East side
of Murray.
270-227-2162.

I I
III III 111 I III'

.14 tt1'. i'1.11`
11.-111-1:1-11(1\11

REVOLUTION
617 Patriot•Lanc.•Franklid TN 37067

MLS
•

•

REDUCED!
LAKE house, Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot, with trees,
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
ramp.
boat
Call
$246,500.00.
753-2905 Or 293-8595.

CONSTRUCTION,INC
270-752-0313
Owner I Contractor.. Luke Rickman
Residential Construction of
New Homes,Additions & Remodeling
•Guaranteed professional & reliable service
•Insured
•Cornpetitive & reasonable pricing

Used Cars

2002 Honda Shadow
750 A.C.E. deluxe.
black, many extras,
$4,800. (270)820-8256
95 Yamaha Zuma.
2,000 miles. 1 owner, 2
helmets. 200 miles per
6.
.
tank. 753-580

"

°

New 2-4
lk*cirwm homes
In itiverfieki
Estates.
Matt
793-7872

1999 Ford F-150 ext
cab 4x4, black Must
se:I. 753-9241.

1989 Stratos bass
boat, 1998 Evinrude
175hp. Must sell 7539241

USED TIRES
11 15 16 inch
Starting at 520
mounted

Call 753-5606
MIN VsMdas
07 Ford Expedition
XLT. 22K miles, like
new. Asking $17,500
OBO. 753-9508
89 Suzuki Sidekick
4x4, 4 cylinder, $1,650
obo. 270-293-5106.
Used Can

,. Nissan Altima
JS. special edition.
dark blue, cloth interior,
electric window and
door locks, automatic
in floor. 26K, one
owner. $15,000.
436-6074.

753-1816 2.27.:0611
YOUR AD
'COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY S75.00
A MONTH,
CALL 7534916

Hill Electric
Since 1986

24'SOUR saitesca
Res., Com., & Ind.
Licensed & insured
All jobs - big or small

111..1

•59 11511I
z• •5 l

I It ‘‘ 1 S
kSI'll \LI
, 111L 04.11.t ,1.-11111,
N 'Dimino"

1

v‘
BRANDON'S Outdoor
service
Mowing, yard cleanup, shrubs, bush hogging, tilling, mulch,
grading.
C-(270)978-0543
after 6 00 (270)43E5277

COME see us 2.
Shopping on line affiliate, choose from 1-800
Dell
FLOWERS,
Computers,
Overstocked corn,
affordable
Walrnart,
mortgage and health
care. Start a business
10
DO
men.cornecus2.com
NADEAU'S
Construction
-Flooring °Decks
•Vinyl siding •All
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured
nadeauconstruction,nel

E
FR
;JAW

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
temoval. gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc.
Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.
A to B Moving Local
and long
distance
moves Call Brian at
270-705-4156

\I I

lilt)) II Itt-tis.

99 Malibu, great condition, 40F1 $3,400. 270293-2576.

1993 XLH 863, 1200
conversion, 15 inch
•
L&M •
handlebars, flat black, '
LAWN'SERVICE
32K miles, $4,800.
(270)2051847.
Mowing, Mann-wring,
Landscaping A •
Leaf Vairauming
Ave P.M
safidarVern guaranteed

•

\ NI•1

1999 Buick LeSabre
80,XXX, white, $4.800
obo. 489-2544 leave
message

763-.:4500
McKinney
Sie2-4-1
100 N. .fth

270-753-1916

REVOLUTIONNASHVILLE,COM

RICKMAN

c

615.503 9745-• 800 935 0358
3 BR house, CrH/A. 1,
2,83 BR Apt.
753-1252, 753-0606
761-3694.

38R, 2BA, 2,500
sq.ft., fireplace, fenced
yd. barn, 3.2 acres.
2851 Kirksey rd.
(270)227-0479

srvattykdassata

71;3.3833 j

45X25 SHOP. 'Tiled
office and bathroom,
low utilities, Next to
J.H. Churchill.
753-3119.

Homes For Ssis

Greg Thylor
Anontey at Law
Contrails, Deeds
Mks,Closings
7614550

itais$1011,1411

The aforementioned property shall he sold on a cash or credit bans of thirty 1301
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty 1301 days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent 1101-1 of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder, with good and sufficient surety,
bearing interest at 12.4: per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully
due and payable within thirty days. A lien shall be retained on the property as
additional security All delinquent taxes, if any, shall be non tamed and paid by
the Commissioner, but the property shall be sold eubject to the current ad val.
OITIM taxes

753-9899

FSBO: Corner Lot #27
(.47
acre) Saddle
Subdivision.,
Creek
Gibbs Store Rd.. &
Atkins Way, Murray.
$32,000 obo. 270-7594209.

MOVING SALE
1395
POOR FARM RD
Thursday-Friday
9-5

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.

Also to be included in the Master Commiselon,Sale with the above-described
real property is the following perecnalty all poultry equipment, farm equipment,
incinerator, and fixtures, including, but not limited to all feed, ventilation, environmental control, watering, and electrical equipment whether attached to the
real eetate or located on the premises, including, but not limited to, one 111
Shenandoah incinerator, two(2) Hired Hand 52'fans/cone shutters, four 141
Coclair 48" aluminum shutters. four 4.1 Hired Hand 48' fans, two (2) Hired
Mind 36" fans, 48 Shenandoah nests, 132 Big Dutchman rooster feeders with
suspension, and one (1) Breeder House chain feeding system

gravel, pea
gravel, large wash rock, dirt and sand.
Approx. 9 miles on 641 N. of Murray
to Charley Miller Rd., then take a right
on Hopkins Rd.
Family owned 8 operated

On KY Lake Lake
house, 3 BR, 2 BA with
garage- 2 work rooms.
Water front lot with
trees. storage shed,
boat house, floating
boat dock, concrete
boat ramp. $265,000.
270-436-5737.
Call
270-978-2778.

For further andante with Fan
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Milant (7031648 ITC

1850 St Rt •121S

Being the same real testate conveyed to William k Rider and wife, Cecelia P
Rider, by deed from Dennis C. Hasty and wife. Janice F. ilaity, dated June 4,
1998, recorded in Deed Book 287, Page 11.11 . 11 :.:allaway County Clerk's
office

GRAVEL & SAND
We sell & deliver red

completed
NEWLY
31313, 2 bath, hardwood
& ceramic tile flooring.
Jacuzzi tub in master
bath. 2 car attached
garage. $149,900. Cali
Bonnie at Cornerstone
Realty & rental LLC.
761-SELL or 752-0729

State laws forbid ebscnrnmation
tr, the sale rental or advertising
of real €1)Ate based on factors in
,protected
addition to tim
under federal law

drawers, clothes,
misc.

Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562

South 8 deg 5925" West 388.59 feet to •#4 rebar set: South 913 deg 0'')' 344.94
feet to. #4 rebar set; North 3 deg. 22'4€" East 317 28 feet to a #4 rehar set on
the south side of Finley Road, 30.00 feet south of the centerline; thence, along
the south side of Finley Road, the following bearingo and distances: North 84
deg 515" East 84.54 feet too point North 77 deg 30' 12' East 191.42 feet too
point; North 51 deg. 8'T East 117.28 feet to the point of beginning

AHART'S

131I

7:00-6:00
Power tools, hand
tools, outboard
motoi, dolls,
plants, chest of

KEY NI-IN1.
WAREHOUSES

Beginning on the south side of Finley Road, 30.00 feet south of the centerline.
0.2 miles, more or leas, west of Peters Road, and being 579.76 feet 1along the
south side of Finley Road) west of the northeast corner of Tract 1. and being the
northeast corner of the herein described Tract 2 and a corner to Tract I. curveyed this same date; thence, with the boundary of Tract 1, the following bearings and distances:

800 Chestnut St. • Murray, KY
270 - 767 - 1 7 7

270-753-9090

YARD SALE

119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: f270) 293-4183
m -4pm • M-F
I 9a• •

2.897 acres of property an surveyed lay the firm of F. T. Seargent Land Surveyors
of Murray, Kentucky, on July 19, 1989, located at the intersection of Finley Road
and Haley Road also known as Independence Church Road' approximately 8
miles northeast of the City of Murray and being a part of Section 20, Township
3, Range 5 East, in Calloway County. Kentucky, and being more particularly
described as follows:

ALL THE LATEST EQUIPMENT
24 HOUR SERVICE.

Jim Tate Jr. Auctioneer Lie.,VP01136
Barbara Campbell - Broker Lic. #57665

108 S. 13TH ST.
THURSDAY,
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY

G&C
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PROPANE
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"Auctions With CARE"
112 N. 12th Street • Murray, KY 42071

Registered Rea Angus
service age bulls
731-897-2423.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7566

This tract contains 5.8679 sines, but is subject however to any additional right
of way which may be of mooed for Independence Church Road and Finley Road
Being the same property conveyed to William A Rider and wife. Cecelia P Rider,
by deed from Thomas L Walker and wife, Marilyn W. Walker, dated November
18, 1997. and recorded in Deed Book 270, Page 526 in the Calloway County

24

1

CUSTOM baling,
straw & grass hay in
big square bales,
3x3x8. (615)542-4036

NEAR MSU on cTi.-iTei
street. Large 2 BR, 1
BA, CM/A, appliances,
no pets, lease anti ref.
$4251-deposit
753-1059

Legal description of o tract of land situated approximately 2.25 miles Northeast
of the Community of Alrno, in the County of Calloway. State of Kentucky, being a
part of the Northeast Quarter of Section 20, Tbymship 3. Range 5 East and also
being Tract II of. Minor Subdivision Plat of the Tommy Walker and Marilyn
Walker property of record in flat Book 24, Page 551. Slide 2218 and being further described as follows

EAST VALLEY
DIESEL REPAIR

AMPBELL
UCTION &
EAL
STATE

7 year old Tennessee
Walking horse, geldgentle.
very
ing,
91,000. 270-816-2011

4 BR, 2 BA, brick,
remodeled,
newly
hardwood floors. Close
to MSU 1655 Ryan
Ave. No pets $800
monthly. 270-293-4602

Cell: 270-978-1007

TERMS: 10% Down Day of Auction Balance Due
in 30 Days 103 Buyers Premium will be added to
the final bid and included in the Total Price.
All potential hidden Yr responsible Mr andeding ikesr $.
due dill
independent inspections. invesugausea. ispiinek
gence concerning eir property. Any knes am prig ples
pie and
to
wipes
olds its approomme location die nor
ram rso he relied on w elan lawalerisa Alan. inonnaINA In all oh emrctnuto itobelind hank MEM aimed Mt
nilld ellen mike in wwable Inc AliCtIllOttl real c•lale
MU) par:mice 0. ual allied isa the MICA.14.4, 04 the
Informai.on It is tor it, mans dist tie pnwpectoe Puma
Jun.0j min! them•el,e. the opportunity to make an inspection
of oak take meat
prior it, the auction All annourkemera
dence over all ad,ertodinerits

5 yr Did TN walking
horse. mare, 14.1
hands, black, very
pretty, child safe, lots
of trail experience
$1500. 270-227-9020.

3 BR, stove and refrigerator, W/D hook-up,
CM/A, one year lease,
one month deposit,
$650/mo no pets. 7532559, 270-527-8174.

Office: 270-761-6790

AUCTION RAIN OR SHINE IN
PINE CREEK RESORT PAVILION

Tri-colored beagle puppies tor sale Some 12
weeks out. some 8
weeks old. Males and
females. Good hunting
Call 270-293line
6454 for more info

3 BR. living room, den.
in country. $375 per
month. 731-782-3757,
731-363-3202

Trent IL

I

DOG Obedience
436-2858

2BR stove. refrigerator,
MID hookup $385
References.
month
deposit & lease, 1005
Main Street, Murray.
No pets
(270)527-3664

Additions, Windows, Siding,
Painting, Flooring, Roofing,
Decks, Concrete
& Repairs

Great Home Sites, Mini Farms, Farmland
Just Northwest ot Murray Kentucky Follow 94
West from MUTT ay to Old Lynn CITOVe Road and turn
right Go approximately 2 miles and the farm is on
the left (Follow %gnu

VS NtYrICE OF SALE
WILLIAM A_ RIDER, CECELIA P RIDER,
TAX EASE LIEN INVESTMENTS 1, LLC. AND
CALLOWAY COUNTY KENTUCKY DEFENDANTS

Calhoon Construction, LLC

1011 Vtmoi;
gletigStarentingie.a A gator
Sitasillarlat him., Ardleis
Battions
131,n1 t t; oirot

270-2935624 _
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.

. 1\
If \I L,
\\ St ,1 511 \ I
• weekly & spccial pic
•locafly owned/operated

2004 Monte Carlo, one
mainowner, well
tained, good condition
2000 Ford F-150. king
cab, one owner, well
maintained, good condition. Please cal, 2936518, 270-559-8215.

ALL Carpentry
Remodeling, additions,
decks. home & mobile
home repair. water &
termite damage, tile &
hardwood floors. 30
yrs esp. Larry Nimmo
753-2353 753-0353
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

3301 st. Rt 121N.

Taurus
2003 Ford
SES, leather, 64,kxx
$5 900 obo
miles
953-2674

PARKER Excavating
Bank gravel. fill dirt &
top soil
12701293-3252

Tree
YEARFY'S
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
I
Zs.; ‘1,11111c

753-8087

CLASSIFIEDS
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& All Laws Smile

Get Your Yard Sale Kit

I

Mowing Jrnvvypir,c7
artd Muir h.Naufor,'
Mitch Knight
170-227-0906.
Jay knight
170 293 0044
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The last root you
wilt ever need
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Don't Stop Your
Paper, We'll
Save it For You

tth
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

rtoilliMMINearellers,

Going on
Vacation?

David's
Home
Improvement
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Poor Joists
Remodeoing & Plumbing
David Galhmore. Owner
Ma Do Insurance Work
1*_* 5 MasrerCard kcepled

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

& Times considers
its sources reliable,
but inaccuracies do
Readers
occur
using this information do so at their
own risk. Although
persons and compamentioned
nies
herein are believed
ro be reputable, The
Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of as
employees accept
responsibility
any
whatsoevei for their
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PRICES.
31▪ -70

30 words #01
or less' days

words'

Si 1

1

$18

$16

2

$28

$20

3

$35

Its that time of year and
everybody wonts to get
out ol the house But
before you go lust make
a simple phone col and
ask for Nocahon Pak'
That way you won t
miss a single thing

Tinctudes all words in ad

Each kA imbibe:
• 2 Fluorescent 11* it 14' Allirealhar Signs

Pra-SM. Checkint
• Saki Record Forte

eve Caterer

end rj.:.1r.

kr

Vacation Pak."

LE'RER&TIMES

0
EDGER&IMES
1001 Whims& Ave., Murray, KY
'111.11i41

1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murra."
Office hours: 7:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Monday-Friday

FREE adult male dog
to responsible home
227 1879

We II deliver your
'Vocation Pak
when you return

,..1)3 I
'-U'
r.r• rilotion Deparlfren1

CALL JILL OR ASHLEY AT
753-1916 FOR DETAILS!

• leo angle Pm-Prime Lab*
• Suomisidul Garage Soli Tye

When you come bocli
catch up on Gorheid
your city council letters
to the editor the
obituaries and editorials

Backyard fireworks gain in power
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By The Associated Press
For backyard patriots, the
rockets available this Fourth of
July are flashier, more creative
and louder than ever before.
Thanks to an increase in the
legal limit of the amount of
pyrotechnic material allowed in
consumer fireworks — the kind
purchased in roadside trucks and
shot off private lawns -- a
whole new class of recreational
explosive has become available
to amateur enthusiasts, said
Harry Chang of Black Cat
Fireworks Inc.
At the same time, the use of
backyard fireworks has more
than doubled since 2000,
according to the American
Pyrotechnics Association. That
has caused concern among some
public safety groups that the rise
in both popularity and firepower
could prove combustible mix.
"It's like how Giorgio
Armani might develop a pair of
jeans that the average person
could never have, but eventually
lesser designers come out with
their own versions," Chang said.
"Over the years, smaller, safer
versions of professional fireworks have trickled down to
consumers."
Julie Heckman, executive
director of the pyrotechnic
industry group, credits the growing popularity of fireworks to a
rise in patriotism after the millennium celebrations followed

by the Sept. 11, 2001. terrorist
attacks.
Last year, Americans used
280 million pounds of display
and backyard fireworks. nearly
10 times the amount used in
1976. the year that Heckman
said "put the firework industry
on the map" with America's
bicentennial celebrations.
Chief among recent innovations is the multishot aerial,
shooting rockets of varying hues
up to 100 yards in the air. Chang
called it a "display in a box,"
and they range from a few dollars for multi-shot flaming balls
to upwards of $100.
Backyard pyrotechnicians
can also find fireworks in a
wider variety of colors, including magenta, lemonade and the
difficult to create deep blue,
along with effects that were
once the sole purview of professionals. like rockets that burst
into bow ties, stars and happy
faces.
But not everyone's smiling.
In Cynthia D'Amour's neighborhood in Ann Arbor, Mich.,
the holiday displays make the air
smell for days and turn her
Chihuahua-pug mix, Raindrop,
into a nervous wreck. She sends
Raindrop to stay with her parents, away from the noise.
"It isn't fair we have to give
up our dog or drug her so a
bunch of normally nice folks can
be yahoos for a few hours," says

D'Amour, 43.
The growing use of fireworks
has been helped by looser laws.
Five states have opened to fireworks or relaxed laws since
2000, Heckman said, though
Delaware, New Jersey, New
York, Massachusetts and Rhode
Island still ban them completely
out of safety concerns.
Doug Edelman of St. Peters,
Mo., chalks up excessive noise
to teenagers with M-80s and
bottle rockets, not more sophisticated home displays.
"I prefer to emphasize visual
displays over noise," he says.
"So I focus on such items as
ground displays with flaming
balls and showers of sparks. I
also enjoy aerial burst shells, as
they provide a visual treat to the
neighborhood.Still, the National Fire
Protection Association advocates a total ban on consumer
fireworks. More fires typically
are reported in the U.S. on
Independence Day than on any
ether day of the year, said
spokeswoman Lorraine Carlie.
"We feel fireworks are too
risky a product for the general
public to use," she said. -There's
a big problem with fires starting
when they hit buildings or dry,
grassy areas."
In 2006, the nsk of injury
times
two-and-a-half
was
greater for children aged 10-14
than for adults, she said.

laceasflos Blear

Horoscope
for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Thursday, June 19, 2008:

This year could produce instrumental changes that impact your
life's destiny. Information you
receive might net always be
grounded. Learn to work with
others on an individual, more
complete level. If you are single.
you will meet someone -- probably in the second half of your
birthday year -- who you will
delight in relating to. This interchange might not always be
easy, but it is worthwhile. If you
are attached, the two of you will
bond far more closely if you
choose to work on your relationship. CAPRICORN grounds
you.

tively. Be optimistic Tonight. Let
someone else choose!
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** You feel energized,
even if you cannot get total clarity about a situation. You might
feel you are looking at a revolving door of people. Kick back
and simply enjoy what is appearing on your doorstep! Tonight.
Sort through invitations.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Take it easy, especially
with work, your daily life and
money. Though you might feel
as if the course is all clear, you'll
discover a kink here and there. If
you make no commitments. all
the better. Change is still in the
wind. Tonight: Easy does it
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Let your creativity

come up. Brainstorm and reveal
some of your recent ideas or
thoughts. Relax with different
people in different situations.
Some of you sense what is bubbling up. Tonight Enjoy the one
you are with!
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Others make demands
Your reaction is to run away Or
cocoon_ Try not to get upset;
much will change in the next few
days. You might be surprised by
how sudden information could
perspective.
your
change
Tonight: Easy does it.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Finally, the air starts to
clear. You have an opportunity to
open up to new vistas and different people_ Whet has been
restricted could become possi-

rate!

1113

11
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ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** You must get involved
you care about the outcome
Where communication has bee,'
difficult, it now opens up Tar:
Into your sense of humor, and
you will be just fine Laugh and
relax. Tonight: A must show.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Taking an overview.
detaching and not getting trig gered take talent. At first yoii
might be iil at ease developinci
this type of perspective. Don'
take a financial or romantic mat
ter senously for a while. Tonight
Go to a movie
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Attempt to see a situation differently A partner or friend
has very different views from
yours. Relax and understand his
or her perspective Think pose

ble in the near future. You gain a
perspective that finally works.
Tonight: Touch base with a pal
you have not heard from in a
while
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec, 21)
**** Curb a need to clear the
air by wiping another person out.
Moving through each issue will
take talent and drive. Investigate
your options with an eye to
change and dynamic growth.
You might have stronger feelings
than you realize. A take-charge
attitude makes a huge difference Tonight Treat yourself
well.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Your ability to process
a situation and make a difference could redefine your day as
well as what is going on. Touch

you find them stern and difficult.
Though we all like control,
achieving it in this situation might
be close to impossible Your
nervous energy might need to be
diffused. Try exercising or a
quiet moment of reflection
Tonight: Know what you want
and achieve it.

base with key associates and
friends, and allow greater growth
and dynamic energy. Make it a
point to change a personal situation and grow in new ways. Look
beyond the obvious. Tonight: Do
absolutely what you want.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Get into yourself and take
some needed time. Listen to
what is going on behind the
scenes. One-on-one relating
enhances your financial stability.
Think positively and make what
you need happen. Evaluate
carefully. Laughter emanates
from a difficult situation. Your
perspective can make or break a
situation. Tonight: Work as a
duo.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Deter to otters. even if

BORN TODAY
Scientist, religious philosopher
Blaise Pascal (1623). baseball
player Lou Gehng (1903).
Burmese activist Daw Aurig San
Suu Kyi (1945)

•••

Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http:/hvww.iacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2008 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

Built Garages, Inc.

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:

4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so: 1 -Difficult
oval.
fire489-

"Parents underestimate how
dangerous fireworks can be.
With alcohol in the mix, a bunch
of people and the dark, the
Fourth of July is an incredible
holiday to work the ER because
of all the stuff that happens,"
said Dr. Denise Dowd, who
works in the emergency division
of Children's Mercy Hospital in
Kansas City, Mo.
representatives
Industry
counter that the products come
with instructions restricting
them to use by adults only. They
also tout what they say has been
a 91 percent decrease in the rate
of firework-related injuries since
the bicentennial, even as fireworks have become popular at a
host ot non-patriotic events.
John
Pyrotechnician
Steinberg has put on displays at
Little League garnes, weddings
and a celebration of the full
moon.
"I've shot them off of barges,
cliffs, rooftops, in cities, out of
fields," said the Baltimore resident.
For him, it's a chance to
inspire fans to try putting match
to fuse.
"I enjoy opening up fireworks to people," he said. "They
have been a part of our history
AP
since (John) Adams wrote that TOOTING HIS OWN HORN: Seth Stomberger, 7, tries out a
the Fourth of July should be cel- trumpet at the Instrument Petting Zoo at the Great American
ebrated with 'bonfires and illu- Brass Band Festival in Danville, Ky.
minations."
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WelkMaack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of Dada
Jackson. director of Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter.
washing one of the many puppies available for homes. The
photo was by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane
"I Believe in Amenca," a
patnotic musical spectacular will
he presented June 28 at 5 p m.
and 7 p.m at First Baptist Church
with Mike Crook, minister of
music, as director.
Births reported include a girl
to Mitch and Kim Grogan. June
I. a girl to Valarie and Carl
England and a boy to Margaret
and Kelly Hendricks. June I I

20 years ago
Murray Rotary Club presented scholarships to Patrick Gupton and Christie Raspberry, graduates of Calloway County High
School. and Dennis Stogner and
Curtis Smith. graduates of Murray High School The club also
presented a check for $5.000 to
the Rotary Club Rainey T. Wells
Scholarship at Murray State University.
Margaret Trevathan of Murray is serving as a member of
the board of directors of Southern Arts Federation.
Births reported include a girl
to Sheila and James Boggess. June
IS
30 years ago
Bill Phillips of Murray has
been appointed to represent Calloway County and the city of Murray on the Aging Committee of
Purchase Area Development District by Judge Executive Robert
0. Miller and Mayor Melvin
Henley.
Deborah Tucker. daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James Tucker. has
been named as Calloway Dairy
Princess of the Calloway County Dairy Association.
Charles Bondurant and Robert
H. Douglas are serving as vice
presidents of the Kentucky Fed-

Retired
Federal
eration of
Employees They are both from
Murray and members of the local
chapter

40 years ago
Dr Ralph H Woods, president of Murray State University. and his wife will be honored with a retirement dinner on
June 20 at the MSU student
union ballroom. Dr Woods will
retire on June 20 after serving
as president since 1945.
Dr. Harry Sparks. new president of Murray State University. was the speaker at a meeting of the Murray-Calloway
County Teachers Association He
was introduced by Guy Lovins.
vice president of the association
Lexie R ay of Union City.
Tenn., will be the speaker at a
gospel meeting at Green Plain
Church of Christ.

50 years ago
Charles Nesbitt. Johnny Johnson, William C. Roberts, Homer
T. Lovett. Darrell H. Greenup
and Franklin Wells, all of Calloway County. have enlisted in
the United States Army.
Rev. Orval Austin. pastor of
College Presbyterian Church, has
resigned effective Aug. I and
will become one of four associate pastors at Presbytenan Church
in Westfield, N.J. He has been
in Murray for the past eight
years.

60 years ago
Published on June 16 was a
page feature of pictures of personnel and equipment of The
Ledger & limey in observance
of its one-year anniversary as a
daily newspaper. It had been a
weekly until June 16. 1947.
Mr. and Mrs. Van D. Valentine announced they will open
their music room in their home
at 504 Elm St. to the public on
June 20 from 2 to 10 p.m. to
see and hear their pipe organ
Just recently installed in their
home.

TodaylnIllstory
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. June 18.
the I7Oth day of 2008. There are
1% days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June IS. 1983, astronaut
Sally K. Ride became America's
first woman in space as she and
four colleagues blasted off aboard
the space shuttle Challenger
On this date.
In 1778, American forces
entered Philadelphia as the British
withdrew dunng the Revolutionary War.
In 1812. the United States
declared war against Britain.
In 1815. Napoleon Bonaparte
met his Waterloo as British and
Prussian troops defeated the French
in Belgium.
la 1858. the United States and
China signed a treaty promoting
"peace, amity and commerce."
In 1908. William Howard Taft

E3/.Y

was nominated for president by
the Republican national convention in Chicago.
In 1928, Amelia Earhart became
the first woman to fly across the
Atlantic Ocean as she completed
a journey with pilots Wilmer Stultz
and LOAliS Gordon from Newfoundland to Wales in about 21
hours.
In 1940, during World War
Bntish Prime Minister Winston
Churchill urged his countrymen
to conduct themselves in a manner that would prompt future generations to say, "This was their
finest hour.In 1948, a United Nations commission finished drafting what
would become the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
In 1958, President Eisenhower
expressed support for his chief of
staff. Sherman Adams. who was
accused of improperly accepting
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COMICS/ FEATURES
Program gives returning vets
free computer skills training
DEAR JOHN: Thank you
DEAR ABBY: Please help
me alert your readers about for bringing this to the attenan important program launched tion of my readers. I'm sure
many individuals in each of
by companies in the infornia
lion technology (IT) industry the categories you mentioned
to educate, train, certify and will be interested in learning
provide tots placement assis- more about the Creating Futures
for program.
tance
Readers, as workers in the
returning
veterans. baby boom generation begin
Military retiring, they will leave a sigsuc- nificant gap in the talent pool
who
cessfully of the technology industry. The
complete the Bureau of Labor Statistics projCreating ects that there will be 600,000
Futures pro- more Jobs than available
will employees in the IT industry
gram
the by 2012. This could be opporhave
Dear Abby knowledge tunity knocking, so please
skill spread the word.
and
•••••
By Abigail
level they
need to start
Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I have been
a rewarding
fortunate in most areas of my
career in IT.
Creating Futures is free for life. I have a loving husband,
all participants. The cost is a beautiful apartment. and will
covered by organizational spon- graduate from law school in
sors such as HP, Xerox and a few months. My problem is
my parents are indifferent about
Ricoh.
The Creating Futures pro- anything I have achieved in
gram is tailored to help indi- my life They refuse to visit
viduals with various levels of our home ot acknowledge my
skill. Individuals who have milestones -- like high school
honed their computer skills in or college graduations and my
the military will be taught how wedding.
What have I done wrong
to transfer those skills to civilian life, and those who are to make them so ashamed of
new to IT will be taught the me? And how can I make
basic skills they need to pur- them love me and show some
sue a career in information tech- pride in their eldest daughter?
-- UPSET DOWN SOUTH
nology.
Returning veterans, people
DEAR UPSET: You have
with disabilities, youth-at-risk
and dislocated workers inter- accomplished much in your
ested in participating in the yo' ng life, That your parents
program should visit www.cre- are unable -- or unwilling -atingfutures.us for information to give you the acknowledgon how to participate. -- JOHN ment you crave is more a
COMPUTER reflection on them than it is
VENATOR.
TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY on you. Not knowing them, I
can't say what their reason is.
ASSOCIATION
However, you are no longer
a child. Rather than continue
blaming yourself, its time to
gifts from a businessman. (Adams
take a long, hard look at THEM
resigned in September 1958.1
and ask yourself what kind of
In 1979, President Carter and
people would treat their firstSoviet President Leonid I. Brezhborn child the way you have
nev signed the SALT II strategic
been treated. Then draw your
arras limitation treaty in Vienna.
own conclusions and go on
Ten years ago. President Chnwith your life.
ton tapped U.N. Ambassador Bill
Richardson to replace Energy SecYou can't get blood from a
retary Federico Pena and named
stone, and you can't force lovediplomatic troubleshooter Richard
less people to love you. But
Holbrooke as the new representayou can stop beating yourself
tive to the United Nations. (Howup for not being able to "please"
ever. Holbrooke's nomination was
them and go on to live a
held up for a year because of an
happy and useful life, and that's
ethics investigation.) Three peowhat I'm advising you to do.
ple were killed when a Chicagobound commuter train rammed a
tractor-trailer in Portage. Ind.
Five years ago: Convicted rapist
Andrew Luster, heir to the Max
Factor fortune, was arrested in
Puerto Vallarta. Mexico, after five
months on the run.

•••

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,Los
Angeles, CA 90069.
•
•
•

ACROSS
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ii-05 YEAR 1 BlatALL
CELEBRATE IN AN AGEAPPROPRIATE MANNER

ts11 IUP

Cir0

1(01/ THINK IM CRAB(
NOW..UJAIT UNTIL I'M
FORTY OR FIFTY

AND LUMEN I'M
SIXTY, I'LL Of
EVEN MORE
CRABBY

134,IT JUST Li.1A;T
'Th. I'M Ei6I4T1(
'NEN YOU'LL SEE
CRA811Y LIKE
NOTI4IN6 EVER
BEFORE!

1 Thump
5 Fireworks noise
8 Nope (hyph )
12 —, vidi, vici
13 Yes, in Tokyo
14 Knowledge of a
practical sort
15 Fries. maybe
16 Matisse piece
17 Rocket part
18 Landscaping
shrubs
20 Of the Vatican
21 Puts in office
24 Sledgehammers
27 Wahine's
welcome
28 Provided a
meal
31 Foul-ball callers
32 Gridiron's
— Montana
33 Limerick locale
34 Bad-mouth
35 Mattress
problem

Murray Ledger &'Hoes

Heal hemorrhoids
with honey?
topically. However. I can't argue
with success.
If any of my readers have
tried treating hemorrhoids with
honey (either applied topically
or ingested), please let me know
If the letters I receive show a
positive result. I will write a
follow-up.
To give you related information, I ant sending you a copy
of my Health Report "Dr. (ion's
Compelling Home Remedies"
DEAR DR. GOTT: 1 have
to
repair read several times over the years
She about women's problems with
them
refused the painful/dry intercourse. I, too,
this problem durDr. Gott surgery suffered from menopause.
I tried
because she ing and after
had read an prescription medication! and
By
Dr. Peter Gott article in Pre- over-the-counter lubricants. None
vention Mag- helped. In fact, the OTC lubriazine claiming honey would help cants caused burning and itchheal hemorrhoids. She immedi- ing in both me and my husately put honey on everything band. Out of desperation, we
she could (toast, hot cereal etc.). decided to try olive oil. It worked!
and, by the time she saw the
DEAR READER: Vaginal
doctor again, they were gone. The dryness is a common consedoctor noticed and commented quence of menopause, when the
on her finally deciding on hav- drop in estrogen causes vaginal
ing the surgery. She then said tissues to atrophy. It can make
she didn't have inc surgery, and intercourse painful, and, in severe
if he looked more closely, he cases, everyday activities may
would notice the lack of scars. become difficult. Most physicians
She told him about the honey recommend estrogen creams, horand how it solved her problem. mone-replacement therapy or
lubncants.
over-the-counter
He was amazed
DEAR READER: Honey for However, for many, these options
hemorrhoids is new to me. I simply don't work.
Olive oil is a good choice
ant aware of honey's healing
properties for wounds and burns; and is fairly inexpensive. I am
however, in these instances, it passing on your remedy in hopes
is applied topically. Eating honey it will help some of my other
to heal hemorrhoids seems like readers with this all-too-coma bit of a stretch, and, I would mon complaint.
Thanks for writing.
imagine it would be more effective (i.nd messy)if it were applied

DEAR DR. GOTT: I want
to respond to your column regarding hemorrhoids and how hard
it is to get nd of them. I would
like to tell you about the expenence of my husband's grandmother. Diming one of her physical exams.
her doctor
informed her
that she had
hemorrhoids
would
and
need surgery

CentractBridge
Minor Deviation Pays Off
what to do with his J-10 of spades.
Many options were open to him, but
the simplest and best approach
NORTH
appeared to be to try to establish
•K 4
dummy's hearts by cashing the K-A
•A J 5 4 3
and ruffirig a heart. If the outstanding
•7 6 5
hearts divided 3-3, as in the actual
•9 7 2
deal, or if the queen fell doubleton,
EAST
WEST
his problems would immediately be
•5
•Q98763
•Q 9 7
over. Even if the hearts divided 4-2
•10 8 6
•A Q 94 3 2 and the queen did not fall, other
•K 10
+116
chances would remain.
+54
So at trick taree. South cashed the
SOUTH
ace of limps, Manning next to draw
•A 110 2
second round before tackling the
V K2
heart suit. But this was where Eau
•8
found the subtle play that diverted
*iv K 01 103
South from the winning course
The bidding:
Instead of routinely following low on
North
West
South
East
•
the ace of clubs. East dropped the
4
Pass
Dble
3•
eight!
6+
Pass
5•
Pass
This febecard had a telling effect
Opening laad — king of diamonds.
on declarer, who reasoned that East
A falsecard need not be flagrant to would riot have dropped the eight
unless it was his only club. Surely.
be successful. Sometimes, the play
of a seemingly insignificant spot- South thought. East would have
card can be enough to lead the oppo- retained the eight if he could, hoping
for a possible overruff of dummy.
.
sition astray.
Declarer therefore abandoned his
Cousider this deal from a French
plan to establish hearts in favor of
to
well
did
North-South
tournament.
reach the good club slam after Lases ruffing two spades in dummy with
opening pre-empt. and West led the the 9-7 of clubs. But when South led
diamond king East overlook the a spade to the king and returned a
king with the ace and returned the spade toward his hand. East produced the six of clubs ic sink the
diamond queen. South cuffing high.
Declarer's only problem was seemingly unsinkable slam.
Tomornye: Assembling the necessary clues.

Fast dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.

36 Computer-chip
maker
37 Antenna user
39 Goose-down
garments
43 Filter
46 Raines or
Fitzgerald
47 Joule fraction
49 Pupil's place
51 Omani title
52 — chi ch'uan
53 Prospector's
find
54 Herds
of whales
55 Miller or
Shendan
56 Eject

DOWN
1 VCR hookups
2 Whodunit sus-

pect
3 Take apart
4 Semi engines
5 Distinct stage
6 Rowe s tool

Answer to Previous Puzzle
PUFF PUMEI MB
ER I E MON 0 RE
ANDES ROMITER
GLADES HEAD
FOES ES BUM
[NIT OEITAIN GO
AMP DU ME BED
LEE
TO MILEINON
VIE OK SAS
BEAK STEAKS
EGGED00 TEIT AN
TAU AMMK WEI51[3
E MIS F R Egg
6-18 C 2008 United Feature Syndicate. Inc

7 Hollow place
8 Wrist bone
9 Rigid circular
nng
10 Cato's bear
11 Dressy shoe

19 Urban peoplemovers
20 Tire pressure
meas.
22 Blocks
23 Rock concert
souvenir
24 Flood residue
25 Yvette's date
26 FedEx rival
28 In good condition
29 Prior to
30 Md. neighbor
32 Calendar mo
33 Necessitates
35 Farrty rialmarns
36 Luge surface,
38 British
s.
Museum's
— Marbles
39 Prez stand-in
40 Sailor s saint
41 Coasted
42 Resurfaces
a road
44 Field's yield
45 Lay low
47 Timetable into
48 Bled as a color
50 Baste
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RACER HOOPS ROUNDUP

Cross adds
Kluempers
to recruiting
class
MARSHALL SIGNEE
GRANTED RELEASE TO
PLAY FOR RACERS
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
To put it in baseball terms for Murray
State University women's basketball
coach Rob Cross, it's like stealing home
for the game-winning run.
Steal being the operative word.
And while he didn't technically steal
Kristen Kluempers, at this late in the
game to get the caliber of
ballplayer Kluempers is.
Cross is giddy with
excitement.
Kluempers was granted a full release by
Marshall, the university
mem
she signed with during
the early signing period
despite being recruited heavily by
Murray State. and can now call herself a
Racer after Monday.
"Kristen Kluernpers is first and foremost an outstanding person and student,"
Cross said. "She is an honors student
MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times with a near-perfect GPA and will fit in
Victoria Jones (left), Carol Duncan (middle) and Ashley Hayes are the three new assistant coaches for Murray State University women's basketball nicely in the Racer family.
"Kristen will give us a physical prescoach Rob Cross. Jones comes from Cincinnati State, while Duncan played at Purdue and Hayes, a former Racer herself, served a one-year stint as
ence in the paint and added depth at the
an assistant at North Carolina-Greensboro.
post position. She has a great understanding of the game and comes from a basketball family. Her older sister has played in
our conference at another university for
the past three years so she is familiar with
what it takes to compete at this level. We
are very excited to be able to add a student-athlete of her caliber to this year's
recruiting class at such a late date."
The sister Cross speaks of is Lindsey
Kluempers who will be a senior for the
takes to be successful in the OVC and can lend a
Panthers at Eastern Illinois this season.
By MICHAEL DANN
r I'm a firm believer in the fact
helping hand in recruiting for Murray State.
Kristen Kluempers. a 6-foot-1, 180Sports Editor
"Having played in this conference, I know the
Murray State University women's basketball
pound forward carried a 2.96 GPA at
III
that
hiring
the
right
people
for
coach Rob Cross knew exactly what he wanted when style of play and I know the university and coach
Fishers High School in Indiana and plans
Cross," she said. "It makes things easier, which is
positions and who you surround to major in Nursing.
he sought to make his first coaching staff complete.
"I was looking for people who would have energy something I couldn't say at Greensboro. That's a hard
Kluempers led her program, in just its
yourseff with will determine whether second
year of existence, to a conference
and great personalities," Cross said. 'I'm a firm adjustment to make for anyone, let alone an assistant
title in Class 4A (the largest class system
believer in the fact that hiring the right people for coach."
you are successful as a
Duncan joins the coaching staff after serving one
in the state). Their Hoosiers Crossroads
positions and who you surround yourself with will
program or not.
Conference was rated as the No. 3 conferdetermine whether you are successful as a program year as an assistant coach for the Northwestern
ence in Indiana.
women's program. Prior to that. Duncan was assisor not."
— Rob Cross
She was an 84 percent free throw
With that, Cross' checklist became complete with tant director of basketball operations in Evanston.
PAW women's basketball head coach on shooter to go along with nine points per
the hirings of former Racer standout Ashley Hayes. Ill., outside of Chicago.
game and nine rebounds per game.
Collegiately, Duncan played for Kristy Curry at what he looked for in rounding out his first
Purdue grad Carol Duncan, Dayton's Victoria Jones
She blocked 2.2 shots a a game and
and outgoing Racer Shaleea Petty as a graduate assis- Purdue during the 2002-06 seasons. The Nappanee.
coaching staff
shot 55 percent from the floor,
Ind., native was a four-year forward for the
tant late last week.
As an All-Conference selection, she
"They fit well together, not with just my personal- Boilermakers and a three-time Academic All-Big Ten to be involved as much. This is such an amazing prowas named honorable mention all-state by
ity." Cross added, "but with a staff as a whole. With performer. She played in 122 games during that span gram and awesome environment, I just know coming
the diverse backgrounds and personalities and expe- and her Boilermakers made the NCAA Tournament here I'm going to be working with amazing people the Indianapolis Star.
She played much of her senior year
riences, I think we're going to have a great coaching in each of her four years in West Lafayette, including and hopefully I can contribute to their lives like they
with a broken finger on her shooting hand,
two appearances in the Sweet 16 and one trip to the are mine."
staff."
Much like Duncan, Jones can't wait to get started despite not missing any games.
At the time, it was necessary to put Brooke in the Elite Eight.
As a junior. Kluempers averaged 8.9
Duncan earned her bachelor's degree in English either.
middle of Ashley Hayes' name to separate her from
Jones comes to MSU after being the head coach at points, 7.9 rebounds and 2.7 assists per
teammate Ashley Nichole Hayes. The two reunite on and minors in Communications, Psychology, History
the court after a one-year hiatus that Ashley Brooke and Women's Studies from Purdue. She is just shy of Division 11 Cincinnati State the past two seasons game, while shooting 83 percent from the
charity stripe. She played for Team
Hayes spent as an assistant coach at North Carolina- earning a master's degree in Sports Administration at before joining Cross and crew.
Jones coached the Lady Surge to a 15-10 regular Indiana prior to her junior season, bumpNorthwestern, needing only to finish her thesis.
Greensboro.
From her first meeting with her new boss, Duncan season record in her first season, this coming on the ing her stats up to 9.8 points and 9.3
But for Hayes', she is making a trip to the only
rebounds a game.
other place she can call home that doesn't have a found it easy to make comparisons between Curry heels of having just six players.
Kluemper's class was the first class to
In her second season, she led Cincinnati State to a
and Cross.
Kokomo. Ind., 46902 zip code.
graduate from the new Fishers High
"Their demeanor and how good of a person they 22-9 record.
A Racer standout from 2003 to 2007, Hayes holds
School. As a freshman, she attended
Jones played for St. Catharine Community
the school's all-time lead in career 3-point field goals are." Duncan said, citing similarities between the
Fishers freshman campus, as a sophomore
Kentucky,
for
two
years
College,
located
in
central
their
energy
and
soul
when
you
two.
"You
can
feel
and shares the single game record.
she attended Hamilton Southeastern and
Dayton.
She
played
her
prep
After serving one year under Lynn Agee at North talk to them and you know that they are good people, before transferring to
as a junior she was part of the inaugural
Carolina-Greensboro, Hayes returns to the RSEC care about the players and that they are going to take ball at Patterson High School, located in Dayton as group to open the new high school.
where she played for Joi Felton. Hayes' early claim care of everyone involved in the program and univer- well.
She is the first-ever Fishers graduate to
The excitement of winning, like she did at
to fame is being the only player to play for Felton for sity. They may overextend themselves sometimes,
sign a D-1 scholarship.
Jones
to
step
down,
Cincinnati
State,
made
it
hard
for
to
do
the
best
they
but that's just because they want
all four years.
Kluempers will join fellow Hoosier
but the idea of being able to teach and instruct at a Mallory Schwab. along with Tennessee's
"My situation in leaving Greensboro probably can to help the people helping them."
Those qualities rubbed off on Duncan immediate- higher level was even more appetizing.
wasn't as 'black and white' as people might have
Jana Roney (Obion County Central) and
"Whenever you can win at a school, obviously Rachael Isom (Cleveland) as new recruits
ly, giving her no reason not to hit the ground running.
made it out to be," Hayes said.
you
want
to
continue
that,
but
1
saw
this
as
a
greater
as
I
can
to
the
can
contribute
as
much
"I
hope
I
Suffice to say, Hayes put herself in a good position
to the Racer roster next season.
as an assistant for the Spartans. but an opportunity to program," she said. "I know that coach Cross' energy opportunity in my career. 1 really just wanted to take
Cross has also signed local products
and passion and love for this program and university my skills and ability as a teacher and coach to anoth- Kayla Cunningham (Calloway County
come back home was one she couldn't pass up.
'This is home," she said. "It's not Kokomo, but rubs off on you very quickly. It seeps into you when er level," Jones said.
High School) and Jessica Holder
"I'm excited about being here, mostly because of (Marshall County High School) for the
this is where I grew up at It feels like home as much you come into contact with hint and when you talk to
the
warm
welcome
from
the
community
and
I'm
him.
•
as Kokomo."
2009-10 seasons.
"It's one of those things when you meet someone looking forward to continuing the winning tradition
A feather in Cross' cap is the fact that unlike any
Kluempers did not immediately return
other assistant. Hayes is very well aware of what it so dedicated to everything that they do that you want that they have established here at Murray State."
a phone call Tuesday evening.

ission Accomplished

CROSS FILLS OUT COACHING STAFF WITH TRIPLE THREAT
6
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RACER VOLLEYBALL ROUNDUP

Woolverton signs to play for Schwepker, Racer volleyball
GIDEON, MO.,
PRODUCT WAS
FIRST-TEAM
ALL-STATE
SELECTION

By MSU Sports Information
Murray State volleyball has signed
Cassy Woolverton of Gideon (Mo.)
High School to play for MSU head
coach Dave Schwepker.
Woolverton, a middle
blocker, was First-Team
Missouri All-State at
Gideon and was the TriCounty Conference Player
of the Year. She was also
L—
wmav„i.„
—
named the Daily Dunklin
Democrat Player of the

Year.
She led her team last season with
334 kills and 81 blocks.
"After realizing that Cassy was just
16 years old and a senior in high school
it was a no-brainer that this girl has the
potential to be a great collegiate player," MSU head coach Dave Schwepker
said. "Her attitude is what I have liked
all along, but I didn't realize she was so
young."
Woolverton has excellent credentials
in the classroom too.

She finished with a perfect 11.0 tner camps and really put her through
grade point average and was salutatori- the wringer and she always came out
working hard and ready to go,"
an of her class.
"What is also going to add to our Schwepker added. "Another surprising
her
intelligence," attribute is that technically she is very
program
is
Schwepker said. "She is a straight "A" good with passing and setting, somestudent, has been on the honor roll all thing you usually don't see in taller
four years in high school, and just girls.
"She is very young and very inexpemissed valedictorian by one one-hunrienced but if she is willing to work
dredths of a percent."
Schwepker said Woolverton has a really hard I believe I have found that
'diamond in the rough.' what coaches
tremendous work ethic.
"I have coached her at several sum- are constantly looking for.-
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NBA FINALS

Big 3 leads Boston to 17th NBA title

SCORE ESCPII NE/CP

The Insurance Center of\Wm\

PIERCE, GARNETT ALLEN EARN FIRST CHAMPIONSHIP

(
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By JIMMY GOLEN
AP Sports Writer
BOSTON 1AP) - Kevin
Garnett and Ray Allen came to
Boston to win a championship.
They never would have gotten
the chance if Paul Pierce hadn't
stuck around.
The Boston Celtics rode their
three All-Stars to their record
17th championship on Tuesday
night, blowing by the Los
Angeles talkers for a 131-92
victory in Game 6 of the NBA
finals.
It's the reason why Garnett
and Allen came to Boston last
summer.
And it's also the reason why
Pierce stayed.
"We said from Day 1,'This is
Paul's team." Garnett said.
"Ray and I had no problem with
that."
Pierce had 17 points and 10
assists in the clincher to earn the
finals MVP. Garnett had 26
points with 14 rebounds, and
Allen returned from a red-eye
from the coast and a poked eye
in the lane to add 26 points,
including an NBA finals recordtying seven 3-pointers.
It was the first NBA title for
each of them, and the first for
the league's most-decorated
franchise since the original Big
Three of Larry Bird, Kevin
McHale and Robert Parish won
No. 16 in 1986. Danny Ainge
was the point guard for that team
and the general manager for the
one that won 24 games last year
and 66 this season-the biggest
turnaround in NBA history.
"Where we came from a year
ago, where I was at, to be here
today celebrating with my teammates. putting a stamp on what a
great year it was," Pierce told
the jubilant fans after accepting
the MVP trophy. "Everybody
stuck with me throughout all the
hard times. I know we didn't
have a lot of great years, but you
guys stuck with me, and now we
bring home a championship to
you."
The Celtics joined the 1975
Golden State Warriors and the
'77 Trail Blazers as the only
teams to win it all a year after
missing the playoffs.
.Attd it's not hard to see how
they did it.
Last year's team featured
Pierce and a passel of young
players who showed promise
individually but little sign of
snapping the longest championship drought in franchise history. After their legendary luck
deserted them in the lottery,
leaving them with a worst-case
fifth pick in a two-star draft.
Ainge wheeled the first-rounder
for Allen.
That was enough to convince
Garnett to accept a trade and
sign an extension, allowing
Ainge to cobble together an
unprecedented 7-for-1 deal for
the final piece in the new Big
Three.
"We sacrificed so much of
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Arnencan League
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pot GB
Boston
45 29 608
2
41 29 586
Tampa Bay
New York
38 33 535 5 1/2
1/2
507
7
34
35
Baltimore
9
35 37 486
Thionto
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Cioc.ago
39 31 557
i.linnesuta
35 36 493 A 12
Cieveraid
33 38 465 61/2
Detroit
33 38 465 6 1/2
Kansas Oh
29 42 401310 1/2
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Los Angeles
43 29 597
3
Oakland
39 31.557
7
Texas
36 36 500
Seattle
25 46352171/2

WINSLOW TOWNSON / AP

Boston Celtics' Kevin Garnett, left, Ray Allen, center, and Paul Pierce celebrate in the locker
room after winning the NBA championship with a 131-92 win over the Los Angeles Lakers on
Tuesday in Boston.
what We did throughout our
careers to get to this point
because wa've done everything
we've been able to do individually, won all type of awards, but
never made it to the mountaintop," Pierce said. "It's like a
breath of fresh air."
With the best record in the
NBA during the regular season,
the Celtics earned home court
for the playoffs - and they
needed it. They won all four
games at home in the first two
rounds to reach the Eastern
Conference finals, then dispatched Detroit in six games.
But there were still some
bumps in the finals.
Pierce was carried off by his
teammates after what turned out
to be an inconsequential knee
injury in Game I. Despite a sixpoint, 2-for-14 stinker in his
Game 3 return to his home town,
he averaged 22 points, six
assists and 4.5 rebounds in the
finals to earn the Celtics' first
finals MVP award since Bird.
"It means everything," Pierce
said. "I'm not living under the
shadows of the other greats now.
I'm able to make my own history with my time here, and this is
something that I wanted to do. If
I was going to be one of the best
Celtics to ever play, I had to put
up a banner, and today we did
that."
All three stars came out together - with 4:01 left in the
game, and Pierce went immediately to give coach Doc Rivers
an emotional embrace.
"They came in as a group,
and I thought we should take
them out as a group," Rivers
said. "Paul ... it's just so sweet.
He just kept saying 'Thank you.
Thank you. Thank you for stick-

NBA
CHAMPIONSMIPS
2007-05 -- Eloseon CeNta
2006-07 -San Aniont0 SCrtirs
2006.05 -- tAtans Heat
2004-06 -- San Antonio Soots
20103-04- Detroit Pistons
2002-03-San Antonia Spurs
2001-02- Los AogeleaLakers
2000-01
Angeles Leiters
1989-00 -- Lou Amiss Lakers
199849- San Ankinks Spies
1997-96
AWN
1906-97-- Clersigo Bulk
1995-96 - Chicago Bulls
199446 -- Hoosier. Flookets
1993-94 - Houston Rockets
1902-93- Choago BLWs
199142-Chicago Buffs
1990-91 - ChlOrigo Sufis
1989-9D - Detroit Pistons
1956-89- Detroit Pistons
1967438-Los Arojetes Lakers
1066-87 - Los Angeles Lakers
1005-86 -- Boston Ceeirts
*904-85--- Los Angetle Lakers

-'Los

100344- Boston Genies
1111243- Phliedalpika 76ets

WINSLOW TOWNSON LAP

Kevin Garnett celebrates in
the third quarter of Game 6 of
the NBA finals Tuesday.
ing with me, again,' and I kept
saying the same thing to him. So
it was really a nice moment."
While the Celtics reservesa big advantage for Boston in
the series - continued to build
on the lead, the starters yukked
it up on the bench just as the .'
did through frequent blowouts
during the season.
At the next timeout, it was
Gino time: The scoreboard
showed the disco-era American
Bandstand clip that the Celtics
have been using to celebrate victories all season.
A shaggy man in a "Gino" Tshirt danced on the scoreboard,
and Pierce stood up on the bench
to frolic.

198142-toe Angeles Lakers
UMW --libeillorsCelltra
1979-86-- Lee Angeles Lakers
1978-19- $eattle SuperSonics
1977-76 - Nieetengton Bullets
1976-T7- Portland Tree Blazers
1975-76-Boston Cantos
1974-75 - Gelder State Warrior*
1973-74-BoMon Ceee
'972-73- New York Knicks
1971-72 - Los Angeles Lasers
1970-71 - Milwaukee Bucks
1959-70-- New York Knicks
1968-68
Eketnr. Celtics
1967-66 - Boston Celtics
1966-67 -- Priaadelphia 'Bern
196548-- Boston Celtics
1964-65- Boston Celtics
1963-64
Boston Ceitos
1962-63- Boston Celtics
198142 -- Boston Celtics
t950-1- Boater, Cellos
1959.03-- Boston Celtics
1958-59 -- SOston Celtics
1987.58-51 Louis Hawks
956-57- Boston Celtics
1955-56- Phitadelphie Warrior*
1964-55 - Syracuse Nationals
1963-54 - naarasapoisa Lifers
1952-53- Minnespolit wows
1115t-52 -- Mioneapolis Lakera
1P50-5I - Rochester RoVaks
1949-50- Mir.neapolis Lake;s
1949-49 -- Minneapciks Laker*
1947-48 --15eitimore Boilets
1946-47 -- Philadelphia Warriors
--

HORSE RACING

Safety panel calls for steroid ban for thoroughbred racing
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)The call for a sweeping ban
Thoroughbred racing took a on anabolic steroids for racing
major step toward outlawing was one of three suggestions
steroids Tuesday when a safety from the committee established
panel created days after Eight by North America's thoroughBelles' fatal run in the Kentucky bred registry, the Jockey Club.
Derby recommended that they Other recommendations dealt
should be banned by January.
with banning certain horseshoes
The proposal was immediate- known to cause injuries and regly endorsed by several key play- ulating the use of the riding crop
by jockeys.
ers in the sport.

"Hopefully we can say this is
the last year horses were racing
on steroids," said Stuart S.
Janney III, chairman of the committee. "There's a real opportunity to shame people into doing
the right thing if that's what it
requires. We hope it doesn't."
Congress might take action
on the issue, too. On Thursday, a
House Energy subcommittee

will hear testimony from key
players in the industry about
steroids and other safety matters.
Using as a bargaining chip a
federal law that grants simulcasting rights to states, there is a
push by some lawmakers to
force the industry to ban steroids
and do a better job of policing

Tuesday's Games
N Y Yankees 6. San Diego 0
Boston 3 Philadelphia 0
Baltimore 6 Houston 5
Tampa Bay 3, Chicago Cuos 2
Milwaukee 7, Toronto 0
Texas 7, Atlanta 5
Minnesota 2. Washington 1
Chicago White Sox 16, Pittsburgh 5
Kansas City 2, St. Louis 1
Coiorado 10, Cleveland 2
Oakland 15. Arizona 1
LA Angels 6, N Y Milts 1
Seattle 5. Florida
Detroit 5, San Francisco 1
Wednesday's Games
Boston (Masterson 3-1) at Philadelphia
(Kendrick 6-2), 1205
.
pm
Detroit lGalarraga 6-2) at San
Francisco (Zito 2-10). 245 pm
San Diego (Peary 5-3) at N 1' Yankees
I.Rasner 3-4). 6105 p m.
Houston (Moeller 3-3) at Bathmore
(Guthrie 3-7), 605 p rn
Chicago Cubs(Zambrano 8-2) at
Tampa Bay (Sorinanshne 7-31. 6 10
pm
Toronto (Marcum 5-3) at Milwaukee
(Sheets 7-1), 705 p.m
Atlanta (Reyes 3-4) at Texas(Roney 00). 7 05 p.m
Washington ;Bergmann 1-4) at
Minnesota (Siowey 3-6). 7 10 p m
Pittsburgh (Gorzelanny 5-5) at Chicago
White Sou (Buehrie 3-6) 711 pm
Kansas City (Bannister 5-6) at St Louis
(Looper 8-5). 715 p.m.
Cieveland (Lefty 4-3) at Coiorado
(Francis 2-6). 805 p.m.
Oakland (Blanton 3-9) at Arizona
(Haren 6-4). 8 40 p Fr,
N Y Mets (0/ Perez 5-4) at L A Angels
(Garland 6-4). 9:05 p m
Florida (Tucker 1-)) at Seattle (Dickey
1-2). 9.10 p m.

National League
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
42 31 575
Philadelphia
38 33 536
3
Florida
35 37 486 6 1.2
Atlanta
34 36 488 6 1,2
New York
29 43 40312 11
Washington
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
45 26 634
Chicago
42
30
583 3 1(2
St Louis
37 33 529 7 1/2
kahvaukee
34 37 479
11
Pittsburgh
33 38 465
12
Houston
33 39 45812 1/
Cincinnati
West Division
W
L Pct GB
37 34 521
Arizona
32 38 457 4 1/2
Los Angeles
31 4t431 6 1/2
San Diego
31 41 431 6 1/2
San Francisco
29 42 408
Colorado
-Tuesday's Games
N.Y Yankees 8, San Diego 0
Boston 3, Philadelphia 0
Baltimore 6. Houston 5
Tampa Bay 3, Chicago Cubs 2
L A Dodgers 3, Cincinnati 1
Milwaukee 7 Toronto 0
Texas 7, Atlanta 5
Minnesota 2, Washington 1
Chicago White SOA 16. Prhsburgh 5
Kansas City 2, St Lours 1
Colorado 10, Cleveland 2
Oakland 15, Anzona 1
I. A Angels 6, N Y Mets 1
Seattle 5, Florida 4
Detroit 5, San Francisco 1
Wednesday's Games
Boston (Masterson 3-11 at Philadelphia
Kendrick 6-2). 1205 p.m
Detroit (Galarrage 6-2) at San
Francisco (Zito 2-10), 245 p.m.
San Diego (Peary 5-3) at N.Y Yankees:.),:
(Ftasner 3-4). 6.05 p.m.
Houston (Moehier 3-3) at Banknore
(Guthrie 3-7), 605 p.m
Chicago Cubs (Zambrano 8-2) at
Tampa Bay (Sonnanstine 7-3), 6 10
•
P-m•
L.A. Dodgers (Lowe 4-6) at Cincinnati , (Arroyo 4-5), 6 10 p.m
.1.
Toronto (Marcum 5-3) at Milwaukee
(Sheets 7-1), 705 p.m
Atlanta (Reyes 3-4) at Texas (Hurley 0•
,•
0), 7 05 p.m
.•
Washington )Bergrnann 1-4) at
Minnesota (Slowey 3-6). 7.10 pm.
Prttsburgh (Gorzetanny 5-5) at Chicago
White Sox IBuehrle 3-6), 7 11 pm
Kansas City (Bannister 5-6) at St Louis
(Looper 8-5). 7 15 p.m.
Cleveland (Laffey 4-3) at Colorado
(Francis 2-6). 8.05 p.m.
Oakland (Manton 3-91 at Arizona
(Haren 6-4). 8 40 p m
N.Y. Mets (01 Perez 5-4) at L A Angels ;
(Gariand 6-4), 9 05 p m
Floods (Tucker 1-11 at Seattle (Dickey
1-2). 9 10 p.rn

ROYALS 2, CARDINALS I

Aviles, Davies lead Royals
to victory over St. Louis
ST. LOUIS (AP) - Two
players who were minor league
teammates until late last month
gave the lowly Kansas City
Royals' another dose of interleague success.
Mike Aviles homered to snap
an eighth-inning tie and Kyle
Davies worked seven sharp
innings in a 2-1 victory over the
St Louis Cardinals on Tuesday
night.
"We have a good group of
veteran guys and young guys
here," Aviles said. "It makes for
a good environment.

"Right now our record doesn't show that, but things are
turning around."
David DeJesus had his sixth
RBI in two games for the
Royals, 29-42 overall and in last
place in the AL Central but a
robust 5-2 in interleague play
while taking two of three from
Florida and Arizona.
The opener of the three-game •
interleague series between
cross-state rivals drew a paid
attendance of 43,793, the
Cardinals' fourth straight sell- •
out.

Jasper transferring to UNLV
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP)Former Kentucky guard Derrick
Jasper is leaving Kentucky and
headed to UNLV.
The Las Vegas ReviewJournal reported on its Web site
Tuesday that Jasper told UNLV
coach Lon Kruger of his decision to transfer to the Rebels
during a meeting over the weekend.
Jasper averaged 4.2 points
and 5.5 rebounds in 20 games

RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT,. RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT
xr

last season for the Wildcats. He•
missed the first 10 games of the
season following offseason knee
surgery. He must sit out the
2008-09 season under NCAA
rules.
Jasper, who is from Paso .
Robles, Calif., told coach Billy
Gillispie after the season that he
wanted to be closer to home.
The Wildcats granted Jasper:
permission to seek a transfer last::
month.
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Terry Butler
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TV, radio

Rear Tine Tiller
Sod Cutter

Pressure Washer

Floor Buffer

Stump Grinder

Front-End Loader, Back Hoe
John Deere'" Tractor

Aerators & Rollers

Drain Rooter

Over Seeder
& Power Rake

MURRAY HOME 8 AUTO

Chestnut St. • Murray, KY • 753-2571 • Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Sat. 7:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m. • www.murrayhomeandauto.com
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TODAY
BOXING
9p
ESPN2- Light middleweights, Roger
Gonzalez i27-1-0) vs Cornelius lock
(17-3-11. at New York
COLLEGE BASEBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN2 - World Series game 9 at
Omaha, Neb
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
6 p.m
ESPN - Chicago Cubs at Tampa Bay
WGN - Chicago Cubs at Tampa Ray
SOCCER
1:30 p.m.
ESPN -- UEFA Euro 2008 group
phase. Greece vs Spain at Salzburg
Austria
ESPN2 - UEFA Ero 2008, group
phase Russia us Sweden at
Innsbruck Austna

lines
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Obama answers GOP criticisms on terrorism
:WASHINGTON (API — A
,14ant Barack Obama said
Toesday he would take no lectulles from Republicans on
which candidate would keep the
safer, a sharp rebuke to
Jolin McCain's aides who said
Democrat had a naive, Sept.
10 mind-set toward terrorism.
-These are the same guys
who helped to engineer the distraction of the war in Iraq at a
time when we could have pinned
down the people who actually
committed 9111." the presumed
nominee told reporters aboard
his campaign plane. "This is the
same kind of fear-mongering
that got us into Iraq ... and it's
exactly that failed foreign policy
I want to reverse."
The debate between the rival
camps echoed the 2004 presidential campaign in which
President Bush. Vice President
Dick
Cheney and
other
Republicans
argued
that
Democratic nominee John Kerry
was soft on terror, a claim that

resonated with voters and
helped propel Bush to re-election. Democrats complained that
the GOP was using the politics
of feat.
The Republican argument
proved less effective in 2006
when then Bush adviser Karl
Rove said the Democrats had a
pre-Sept. II view of the world
and Republicans had a postSept. II terror attacks perspective. In November of that year.
Democrats captured enough
congressional seats to seize control of the House and Senate.
On his campaign plane,
Obama told reporters that
Osama bin Laden is still at large
in part because Bush's strategy
toward fighting terror has not
succeeded.
At issue were comments
Obama made in an interview
with ABC News Monday in
which he spoke approvingly of
the successful prosecution and
imprisonment of those responsible for the 1993 bombing of the
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we have destroyed our credibility when it comes to rule of law
all around the world, and given a
huge boost to terrorist recruitment in countries that say,
'Look, this is how the United
States treats Muslims....
"We could have done the
exact same thing, but done it in
a way that was consistent with
our laws,- Obama said.
Obama agreed with the
Supreme Court ruling last week
that detainees in Guantanamo
Bay, Cuba, have a constitutional
right to challenge their indefinite imprisonment in U.S. civilian courts. McCain derided the
ruling as "one of the worst decisions in the history of this country."
McCain aides criticized
Obama for talking about using
the criminal justice system to
prosecute terrorists.
"Senator Mama is a perfect
manifestation a September 10th
mind-set ... He does not understand the nature of the enemies

World Trade Center. Obama was
asked how he could be sure the
Bush administration's anti-terrorism policies are not crucial to
protecting U.S. citizens.
Obama said the government
can crack down on terrorists
"within the constraints of our
Constitution." He mentioned the
detention
of
indefinite
Guantanamo Bay detainees,
contrasting their treatment with
the prosecution of the 1993
World Trade Center bombings.
"And, you know, let's take
the example of Guantanamo."
Obama said. "What we know is
that, in previous terrorist attacks
— for example, the first attack
against the World Trade Center
— we were able to arrest those
responsible, put them on trial.
They are currently in U.S. prisons, incapacitated.
"And the fact that the administration has not tried to do that
has created a situation where not
only have we never actually put
many of these folks on trial. but

we face," McCain national secu- Amencans for partisan advaririty
director
Randy tage and to frankly frighten
Scheunemann told reporters on
.Amencans," Clarke said.
a conference call.
Kerry accused McCain of
Former CIA Director James
Woolsey, who is advising the -defending a policy that is indeMcCain campaign, concurred. fensible" by siding with Bush's
saying Obama has "an extremeparticularly
with
ly dangerous and extremely policies,
respect
to
the
Iraq
war
terrorism
approach
toward
naive
... and toward dealing with pnsObama said Republican
oners captured overseas who
could be counted on to do "what
have been engaged in terrorist
attacks against the United they've done every election
cycle, which is to use terrorism
States."
The Mama campaign coun- as club to make the American
tered with its own conference
people afraid to win elections."
call in which Sen. John Kerry.
He said he didn't think it would
Richard
Clarke,
a
D-Mass., and
counterterrorism official in work this time.
Republican and Democratic
Republicans
criticized
administrations, argued the
Obama last year when he said
McCain campaign was emulatthe United States should act on
ing Rove.
"I'm a little disgusted by the intelligence about top terrorist
attempts of some of my friends targets in Pakistan even • if
on the McCain campaign to use
the same old, tired tactics ... to President Pervez Musharraf
drive
a
wedge
between refuses.
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Democratic presidential candidate Sen. Barack Obama, D-III., talks to the media during a news
conference on his campaign plane en route from Michigan to Washington, DC Tuesday.

A supporter hands a sign for Republican presidential candidate Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz.. to
autograph after he spoke in Houston, Tuesday.
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44,000 Miles, V-8. Northstar,
Heated Leather, 7 Passenger,
Polished Wheels. Stk. #P6746.
NADA Retail $21,800:
Our Price

43,000 Miles, Heated Leather,
Moonroof, Chrome Wheels.
Stk. #P6792.
NADA Retail $23,325;
Our Price

$13,995*

$18,886*

95,819*

45,000 Miles, Heated Leather,
4WD, Bose Stereo, Nerf Bars.
Stk. #P6797,
NADA Retail $27.825;
Our Price

2002 Ford F-150 Lariat: 93,000 Miles, Crew Cab, Chrome 'rVheeis Stir

$20,825*

2006 GMC Sierra Denali: Crew Cab,4WD, 46,000 Miles, Heated Leather,

2003 Ford F-150 Lariat
56,000 Miles, Super Crew,
Leather, Chrome Wheels,
Nerf Bars, Stk. *P6786A.
NADA Retail $15,850;
Our Price
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2006 Jeep Grand Cherokee limited 4w1

48,000 Miles, Heated Seats,
Moonroof. Stk. #P6709.
NADA Retail $18,525:
Our Price

2005 GMC Sierra Denali Crew Cab PRIEVAINED
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2004 Cadillac SRX

#11:8076A. Leather. Neri Bars

2006 Ford Explorer XLS
17,000 Miles, TIC, PW. PL,
CD, Alloy Wheels, Nerf Bars.
Stk. #TT8320A.
NADA Retail $16,075;
Our Price

NADA Retail $12,850: Our Nice $0,995

2006 Ford F-150 XLT 4x4: 24,000 Mies, Chrome 'Alheels. Neri Bars, Crew
Cab, Sts, #P6793

NADA. Retail $24,100; Our Price ;19,996

$12,986*

Moonroof, Chrome Wheels, DO Bose Stereo Stk.
NADA Retail $32,425; Our Price $21,925

2004 GMC Sierra 2500 4x4: 36,000 Miles, TIC, PW,PL, CD, Stk. #P6807
. _NADA Phce $21 725. Our °hoe $15,998

2003 Chevrolet Avalanche 4x4
66,000 Miles, TIC, PW, PL
CD, Nerf Bars. Stk.
#GC8327A.
NADA Price $18,700:
Our Price

2005 Jeep Grand Cherokee Limited 4x4; 47.000 Miles, NAV Heated
Leather, Moonroof, Stk.036812. NADA Retail $20,525; Our Price $14,973
2007 Jeep Liberty Limited 4x4: 43.000 Mites, Heated Leather, Moonroof.
Chrome Wheels Stk. eCP429. _NADA Retail $19,425; our Price $14,998

2006 Chevrolet Trailblazer LS: 4WD, 31.000 Miles. Moonroof Stu. P6687 .

$11,919*

NADA Retail $19.025; Our Price $13995

2006 Dodge Ram Quad Cab SLT 4x4 2006 Jeep Liberty Limited 4x4

Eddie Bauer 4x4, 72,000
Miles, Moonroof, DVD, V-8,
Leather, 6 Passenger. Stk.
#P6810. NADA Retail $17,525;
Our Price

37,000 Miles, Big Horn
Edition, 20" Chrome Wheels,
Stk. #P6816.
NADA Retail $21,925;
Our Price

28.000 Miles, Heated Leather,
Moonroof, Chrome Wheels.
Stk. *CP431. NADA Retail
$16,700; Our Price

$11,986

$16,495*

$14,876*

2005 Jeep Wrangler Rubicon 2006 Ford Expedition Eddie Bauer 2006 GMC Yukon Denali
21,000 Miles, Hardtop, 6Speed, Air Conditioning.
Stk.*CP437.
NADA Retail $21,550;
Our Price

22,000 Miles, Heated/Cooled
Leather Seats, Moonroof,
NAV. Stk. OCP436A.
NADA Retail $26,150;
Our Price

51,000 Miles, Heated Leather,
NAV, DVD, 7Passenger,
Moonroof. Stk. #P6800
NADA Retail $35,525,
Our Price

$18,975'

$19,996*

$21,486*
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Another levee breach forces more evacuations
GULFPORT , Ill. tAP) -Floodwaters breached another
levee in Illinois on Wednesday
An inravaarig numbef of levees ea overflowing as the aliasteelppt
and threatened more Mississippi
Arver rises Sandbagging eaorts coreinue
after
in
Missoun
River towns
for
the
inundating much of lows
past week.
The breach in Meyer. in
western Illinois, forced the evacuauon of the town of 40 to 50
people and threatened its farmland, Adams County Emergency
Management Agency spokeswoman Julie Shepard said.
Authorities patrolled the town
Wednesday morning to make
sure no one was left behind, she
said.
Officials monitored levees in
other Mississippi River towns in
Illinois and Missouri in hopes
that they would hold.
flooding that began in eastern Iowa caused more than $1.5
AP
u Agry Ctepe cf. Enprows. FIVII %Whiles
billion in damage as it crept
and
Control
Disease
for
Centers
carfarmer
a
Campbell,
Jeff
south toward the Mississippi.
About 25.000 people in Cedar rying sandbags on his four- Prevention.
The rising water forced the
Rapids were forced from their wheeler, said he spotted pigs
homes, 19 buildings at the swimming away from a flooded closure of the Mississippi bridge
car
University of Iowa were flooded hog farm near Oakville. They in Burlington and stopped
and water treatment plants in were climbing a levee, poking traffic on the bridge in Fort
AI!
several cities were knocked out. holes in the plastic that covered Madison. The bridge's railroad
tracks remained open. A bridge Town and Country Bank employee Trevor Beck sits on a pile of sandbags outside of the bank's
Now the floodwaters are a it, he said.
One tired pig was lying at the downriver in Keokuk also facilities in downtown LaGrange, Mo. Tuesday where the Mississippi River crested arid
problem for communities such
of the levee "like a pink remained open.
bottom
Mo.
and
Clarksville,
as Gulfport
washed through the downtown's Main Street.
To the north in Cedar Rapids,
Authorities rescued people sandbag." Campbell said.
dropped giant blower was used to dry out come close to those of 1993. The flood stage, narrowly short of
had
Reports of raw sewage and floodwaters
by helicopter, boat and fourhun- her upscale wine bar, Zins. "I river at Canton, Mo., could the high water from 15 yeava
let
officials
that
enough
floodwaters
in
runoff
farm
wheeler on Tuesday after the
their
to
people
return
of
dreds
don't think you can be prepared reach 27.5 feet on Thursday,just ago.
public
about
concerns
raised
river broke through a levee in
In St. Louis, the Mississippi
businesses.
and
this, even if you think you shy of the 27.88 mark of 1993
homes
for
most
damaged
said
experts
But
health.
Gulfport.
than 13 feet above is projected to crest Saturday at
more
and
more
much
obviously
to
"It's
enough
smart
are
people
Lois Russell was among
39.8 feet, about 10 feet above
Weather flood stage.
National
The
water. shocking when you walk in the
those who watched her house avoid the tainted
stage but still a foot lower
and
flood
Ill.,
Quincy,
at
Crests
week
this
crests
see
expects
and
time
Service
first
the
for
outdoor
the
see
don't
we
"Typically
get inundated with water.
1993.
in
than
to
expected
are
Mo.,
Hannibal.
River
Mississippi
Amy
said
some
along
happened,"
what
people
that
diseases
of
"What else sin I going to do? breaks
to climb to about I. leer above
Where else am I going to go?' fear," said Mike Allred of the Wyss, watching sullenly as a communities near St. Louis
said the 83-year-old Russell,
who had lived in the white farmhouse for 57 years.
Later in the week. the
Mississippi is expected to
threaten a host of others communities, leading officials to cooalder evacuation plans and begin
sandbagging.
In Clarksville — a historic
artists' town of 500 between St.
Louis and Hannibal, Mo. —
members,
National Guard
inmates and students were sandbagging. Five blocks were
already swamped, but volunteers were doing their best to
save buildings housing the
shops of artisans and craftsmen.
"We fix one thing and it
breaks," Mayor Jo Anne Smiley
said. "Sewers are plugged up.
We have leaks in walls and people who need things. We're
boating in food to people."
But even as the water jeopardized scores of additional
homes and businesses, officials
said the damage could have been
worse if the federal government
had not purchased low-lying
land after histonc floods in 1993
that caused $12 billion in damageSince then, the government
bought out more than 9,000
homeowners, turning much of
the land into parks and undeveloped areas that can be allowed
to flood with less risk. The
Emergency
Federal
Management Agency has moved
or flood-proofed about 30,000
properties.
The effort required whole
communities to be moved, such
as Rhineland. Mo.. and
Valmeyer, Ill.
In Iowa, FEMA spent $1.6
million to buy out residents of
Elkport, population 80, and then
knock down the village's
remaining buildings. Some residents moved to Garber,
Elkport's twin city across the
Turkey River, but others abandoned the area.
"There's nothing there in
Elkport anymore," said Helen
Jennings of Garber "They built
new houses in different places."
Some of those who stayed are
paying a price.
The federal government
bought about a quarter of the
homes in Chelsea, Iowa, after
the 1993 floods, but most of the
303 residents stayed. At least 10
homes are now inundated by the
Iowa River to their first floors.
Residents take it ti stride.
said Mayor Roger Ochs.
"For the most part. it's anoth—Pius Albiner flood," he said. "For Chelsea,
it's more of an inconvenience."
On Tuesday. people were
urged to evacuate an area near
Gulfport as floodwaters threatened about 12 square miles of
farmland. Henderson County
Deputy Sheriff Donald Seitz
said a major highway could be
under 10 feet of water by mid•No payments,
day Wednesday.
On the Iowa side of the river,
no interest, WAC
a sandbagging operation was
moved south to the outskirts of
Burlington after floodwaters
streamed across state Highway
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"It's outrageous," said Steve
Poggemiller. "We're hanging on
by a thread — or a sandbag."

Flooding potential moves south
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